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is registered by the laser incident on the cantilever tip, which reflects 

into a split photo-diode. The piezoelectric scanner is used to position 

the sample. In static mode the cantilever deflection is solely due to 

the tip-sample interaction. The piezoelectric scanner is rastered in the 

lateral direction and the deflection of the tip is used to interpret sample 

properties. In the dynamic mode, the cantilever support is forced sinu-

soidally using a dither piezo. The changes in the oscillations introduced 

due to the sample are interpreted to infer its properties 3 

Figure 1.2 In the new architecture an observer (Kalman filter) is designed based on 

a model of the cantilever that estimates the deflection of the cantilever 

from the photo-diode signal and the dither excitation signal. The error 

in estimation e arising due to the sample force is utilized to detect the 

tip-sample interactions as events 4 

Figure 1.3 In the systems perspective, the AFM dynamics is viewed as an inter

connection of a linear cantilever system with the nonlinear tip-sample 

interaction forces in feedback. C models the cantilever dynamics that 

is well represented by a linear time invariant system, 0 models the tip-

sample interaction force that depends on the tip deflection p. g is the 

dither forcing, r) is the thermal noise, v is the photo-diode (measure

ment) noise and y is the measured photo-diode signal 6 
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signals. Kj is the amplifier gain at the dither-piezo, Kp is the photo-

diode sensitivity. cof,Qf and l\, I2 are the natural frequency and quality 

factor and gains of Kalman filter 17 

Figure 1.9 (a) Cantilever position given by deflection signal is plotted above sample 

position, (b) Innovation I from analog Kalman filter and innovation II 

from 4th order Kalman filer is plotted. Every time cantilever interacted 

with the sample the innovation signals lost their zero mean nature, (c) 

The likelihood ratios LHR I and II calculated from innovation sequences 

I and II are plotted. Likelihood ratio shot up when the cantilever hit the 

sample. It fell to very low values even when the second mode oscillations 

persisted in the innovation signal 18 
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the cantilever. The amplitude A of the deflection signal of the cantilever 
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a feedback manner. The innovation signal from the Kalman filter is 
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Figure 1.11 AM-AFM height image of Lambda DNA. Scan size = 2//m, scan rate = 
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when the cantilever is damped in air. (b) Amplitude signal for different 

values of observer gain L is plotted when the cantilever encounters a 

step sample profile of 5 nm height, and between 6000 and 8000 ̂ seconds 
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CHAPTER 1 TRANSIENT FORCE ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY 

In the existing dynamic mode operation of Atomic Force Microscopes (AFMs) steady-state 

signals like amplitude and phase are used for detection and imaging of material. Due to the 

high quality factor of the cantilever probe the corresponding methods are inherently slow. 

In this dissertation, a novel methodology for fast interrogation of material that exploits the 

transient part of the cantilever motion is developed. This method effectively addresses the 

perceived fundamental limitation on bandwidth due to high quality factors. It is particularly 

suited for the detection of small time scale tip-sample interactions. Analysis and experiments 

show that the method results in significant increase in bandwidth and resolution as compared 

to the steady-state-based methods. This article demonstrates the effectiveness of a systems 

perspective to the field of imaging at the nano-scale and for the first time reports real-time 

experimental results and scanning applications of the transient method. 

1.1 Introduction 

Desirable properties of manufactured products arise from the manner in which atoms are 

arranged in its material. Until recently, ways of manipulating and interrogating matter were 

limited to aggregate methods where the control and investigation of matter was achieved at 

scales much larger than atomic scales. The investigation (placement) of material to decipher 

(build) complex structures atom by atom was not possible, and thus optimal desired specificity 

of the material properties was not achievable. 

Recent demonstrations of nanoscience provide ample evidence indicating the feasibility 

of rational control, manipulation and interrogation of matter at the atomic scale. There is a 

promise that material can be tailored at the atomic scale. The atomic force microscope (AFM) 
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[1] is an instance of the impact of nanotechnology where a cantilever is utilized to image and 

manipulate sample properties (see Figure 2.1). As stated in the National Nanotechnology 

Initiative Plan [2], "These instruments, including scanning tunneling microscopes, atomic force 

microscopes, and near-field microscopes, provide the eyes and fingers required for nanostructure 

measurement and manipulation. " 

In a typical AFM (see Figure 2.1), the deflection of the cantilever due to the sample is 

registered by the laser incident on the cantilever tip, which reflects into a split photo-diode. 

The piezoelectric scanner is used to position the sample. In static mode the cantilever deflection 

is solely due to the tip-sample interaction. The piezoelectric scanner is rastered in the lateral 

direction and the deflection of the tip is used to interpret sample properties. In the dynamic 

mode, the cantilever support is forced sinusoidally using a dither piezo. The changes in the 

oscillations introduced due to the sample are interpreted to infer its properties. 

Cantilevers have been utilized in biological sciences to perform remarkable feats such as 

cutting DNA strands [3] and investigating the activity of RNA polymerase (a protein complex) 

[4]. On a similar note, there are impressive proposals on using cantilever-based nanoprobes to 

interrogate cell dynamics with significant impact on human health. Another intriguing appli

cation of the cantilever is in the detection of single electron spin based on magnetic detection 

principles [5, 6, 7, 8]. Such research has significant ramifications for quantum computing tech

nology. Yet another putative application of cantilever-based sensing is its use in detecting toxic 

chemical and biological agents with very high sensitivity, with obvious significance to security. 

In spite of the underlying promise of cantilever-based technology, considerable challenges 

need to be overcome. Pivotal to harnessing its vast potential is ultra-fast interrogation. This 

is apparent as the interrogation, for example, of atoms or spins of electrons needs to be ac

complished for material that has macroscopic dimensions. Most of the current techniques rely 

on the steady-state data of the cantilever tip position. This results in very slow interrogation 

speeds due to the typical high quality factor of the cantilever that lead to high settling times. 

It is to be noted that high quality factors are a must for high resolution. Thus, in existing 

steady state methods a tradeoff has to be achieved between bandwidth and resolution. 
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In this dissertation, the hitherto unexplored idea of using the transient signals for increasing 

bandwidth and resolution is presented. A preliminary version of this work has appeared as a 

letter in Reference [9]. Sensing based on transient signal has the potential to detect tip-sample 

interaction changes at extremely high rates. This method has the promise of detecting one 

event in 4 periods of cantilever oscillation, which translates to 25 million events per second for a 

100 MHz cantilever. Such a technology has tremendous implications in numerous applications, 

for example, in cantilever-based retrieval of high-density data and detection of chemical and/or 

biological molecules on a surface. Researchers at IBM [10] have demonstrated areal densities 

of upto 3Tb/in2 (for data storage), however, the reading is performed in static mode (contact 

mode) which results in signal deterioration due to wear and, also needs to be corrected for 

thermal drift during extended periods of operation. Furthermore, the wear becomes more 

severe as the data rates are increased. Transient signal detection being a dynamic method is 

gentle and has virtually no wear. Moreover, as will be shown later the data rates depend only 

on the cantilever frequency and to a large extent independent of the quality factor Q. Thus, 

the high resolution needs can be effectively decoupled from the high bandwidth needs. 

laser 

mirror 

photo diode 
support 

cantilever 
cantilever 

X-Y-Z 
scanner sample 

feedback 
control of 

z-piezo 

Figure 1.1 In a typical AFM, the deflection of the cantilever due to the 
sample is registered by the laser incident on the cantilever tip, 

which reflects into a split photo-diode. The piezoelectric scan
ner is used to position the sample. In static mode the cantilever 

deflection is solely due to the tip-sample interaction. The piezo
electric scanner is rastered in the lateral direction and the de
flection of the tip is used to interpret sample properties. In the 
dynamic mode, the cantilever support is forced sinusoidally us
ing a dither piezo. The changes in the oscillations introduced 
due to the sample are interpreted to infer its properties. 
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Kalman deflection 
detector 

Figure 1.2 In the new architecture an observer (Kalman filter) is designed 

based on a model of the cantilever that estimates the deflection 
of the cantilever from the photo-diode signal and the dither 
excitation signal. The error in estimation e arising due to the 
sample force is utilized to detect the tip-sample interactions as 

events. 

A systems viewpoint of the AFM dynamics and observer-based approach provide the basic 

analytical tools to investigate the transient signals. In Section 1.2, the state-space description 

of the cantilever dynamics is introduced. Section 1.3 describes the observer architecture that 

tracks the transient signals. Further assumptions on the character of tip-sample interactions 

can be used to analyze the resolution and bandwidth of the proposed scheme. Moreover, an 

efficient detection scheme is developed using tools from statistical signal processing. These 

results are presented in Section 1.4. Experimental results presented in Section 1.7 confirm the 

effectiveness of the new methodology. 

In this article apart from providing a detailed exposition of the transient method, we present 

the significant step of realizing the transient scheme in the realtime unlike the offline analysis 

of data in Reference [9]. Furthermore, for the first time scanning results utilizing transients 

are provided. 

1.2 Cantilever Model 

For many applications the cantilever is well modeled as a flexible structure. A multi-mode 

model accurately captures the cantilever dynamics (see Reference [11]). Typically a first or 

second mode approximation is enough to describe the dynamics. The state space representation 
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of the cantilever dynamics is given by, 

x  =  A x  +  B ( r ]  +  w ) ,  

y = Cx + v, 

(1.1) 

where x is the state vector, A and B are matrices which are functions of the cantilever param

eters, rj is the thermal (process) noise component, w describes all other external forces acting 

on the cantilever, y is the photo-diode output that measures the deflection of the free end of 

the cantilever and v is the photo-diode (measurement) noise. A first mode approximation of 

the cantilever dynamics, given by, 

p + 2 ÇuJop + ujIp = î7 + i«, (1.2) 

can be recast as 

V = 

±1 0 1 Xl 
+ 

0 

3:2 1 & f X2 1 

1 0 
Xl 

%2 

+ V, 

(77 + w) (1.3) 

where state xi denotes the cantilever-tip position (p), state X2 denotes the cantilever-tip veloc

ity (p), ojq and £ denote the first resonant frequency of the cantilever and the damping factor 

in the operating medium, respectively. Note that Î = where Q is the quality factor of the 

cantilever. We will denote the equivalent dither forcing by g and the tip-sample interaction 

force by <f>(p) that depends on the tip position p. 4> typically has characteristics of long range 

attractive force and short range strong repulsive force [12]. In the above framework, we have 

w = g + 4>(p) (see Figure 1.3). The cantilever model described above can be identified precisely 

using the thermal-noise response (see Ref. [11]). 
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1.3 Observer Architecture 

In the systems viewpoint the cantilever dynamics is separated as an independent system 

from the sample subsystem that affects the cantilever in a feedback manner. Such a perspective 

was first introduced into the Atomic Force Microscopy literature in [13, 14] where it was utilized 

to identify the sample interaction potentials. This systems perspective of the AFM (see Figure 

1.3) facilitates the design of an observer (see Figure 1.4) that provides an estimate of the state 

x. 

Figure 1.3 In the systems perspective, the AFM dynamics is viewed as 
an interconnection of a linear cantilever system with the non

linear tip-sample interaction forces in feedback. C models the 
cantilever dynamics that is well represented by a linear time in
variant system, $ models the tip-sample interaction force that 
depends on the tip deflection p. g is the dither forcing, r] is the 
thermal noise, v is the photo-diode (measurement) noise and y 

is the measured photo-diode signal. 

Observer 

Cantilever 

Figure 1.4 The observer estimates the states to be x. The actual state 
is x. The error process is denoted by e which is the actual 
output minus the estimated output. The error process is a 
zero mean stationary stochastic process in the absence of the 
tip-sample interaction force </>. When the cantilever is subjected 

to the sample force the cantilever dynamics is altered whereas 
the observer dynamics remains the same. This is registered as 
a dynamic profile in the error process e. 
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The observer dynamics is given by, 

Observer 

x  =  A x  +  B w  +  L ( y  -  y ) ; x ( 0 )  =  x o ,  

where È is the estimate of the state x. The error in the estimate is given by x = x - x. 

State Error Dynamics 
, A s 

x  —  A x  +  B ( w  + 77) — A x  —  B w  —  L ( y  —  y ) ,  

—  ( A  -  L C ) x  +  B r ]  -  L v ,  

#(0) = z(0)-É(0). 

The error in the estimate of the output y is given by, 

e  =  y - y  =  C x  +  v .  (1.4) 

The error process is a good measure of the transients due to changes in tip-sample interactions. 

Note that only the cantilever-tip position is available as a measured quantity, not its velocity. 

The error between the observed state and the actual state of the cantilever, when no noise 

terms are present (77 = v = 0) is only due to the mismatch in the initial conditions of the 

observer and the cantilever-tip. It is evident that if the observer gain L is chosen so that the 

eigenvalues of the matrix (A — LC) are in the strict left half complex plane, the state error x 

due to the initial condition mismatch x(0) goes to zero with time. The system is observable and 

therefore the eigenvalues of (A- LC) can be placed anywhere [15]. It can be shown that under 

the presence of the noise sources 77 and v, the error process e approaches a zero mean wide 

sense stationary stochastic process after the observer has tracked the state of the cantilever. 

We now provide the intuition behind the new methodology. When the observer has tracked 

the cantilever state and the cantilever is subjected to a force due to the sample, the cantilever 

dynamics get altered. The observer sees the effects of the sample only through the measured 

cantilever position y which is the output of the photo-diode (see Figure 1.4). This introduces 
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a lag (that is dependent on the gain L) between the time when the cantilever sees the sample's 

influence and when the observer realizes the sample's influence. This is registered as a change in 

the signal e. Thus the error signal e is a good measure of the transient signal. The magnitude 

of this error signal can be quite large even though the oscillation might not have changed 

significantly. 

When the change in the tip-sample potential persists, the observer by utilizing the input y 

may eventually track the altered behavior. Thus the error signal e shows the signature at the 

initial part of the change. But this deviation from stationarity might not persist significantly 

when the change in the tip-sample behavior persists. This is in contrast to the steady state 

methods where the information is available not in the initial part but after the cantilever has 

come to a steady state (for example in tapping-mode scheme this would mean an eventual 

lowered amplitude value when a step is encountered that persists). Thus the transient signal 

based scheme is a good edge detector. 

There is considerable freedom on how fast the observer tracks the cantilever dynamics. 

Note that high quality factors are detrimental to high bandwidth in steady state methods; 

however required for high resolution. By utilizing the observer based architecture presented in 

this article a method for effectively isolating the high bandwidth needs from the high resolution 

needs is obtained. 

1.4 Tip-Sample Impact Model 

The error profile due to a tip-sample interaction change can be better characterized if a 

model of the effect of the tip-sample interaction change on the cantilever-motion is available. 

We assume that the sample's influence on the cantilever tip is approximated by an impact 

condition where the position and velocity of the cantilever tip instantaneously assume a new 

value (equivalent to resetting to a different initial condition). This is satisfied in most typical 

operations because in the dynamic mode, the time spent by the tip under the sample's influence 

is negligible compared to the time it spends outside the sample's influence [16]. The assumption 

is also corroborated by experimental results provided later. 
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1.5 Bandwidth and Noise Analysis 

For bandwidth and noise analysis the first mode model for the cantilever, given by Equation 

(1.3), is assumed. The dynamics of the signal e which is the difference between the photo-diode 

signal y and its estimated value (y) is given by, 

7?(s) + (ff + ^8 + wg)v(s) + (S + ^)l/i + Z/2 

C W -  +  +  ̂  +  +  ̂  +  '  I  j  

where [ v i ,  is the initial condition reset due to change in tip-sample interaction and L  =  

[li l2]T is the gain of the observer that must satisfy the stability criterion: (^ + Zi) > 0 and 

(luq + Y&Zi + Z2) > 0. The signal e contains the dynamic profile due to tip-sample interaction 

change [z^i, z^]T which is corrupted by both thermal noise rj and photo-diode noise v. 

From Equation (1.5) it can be seen that the transfer function from the unknown state jump 

[vto the signal e is a second order transfer function. Hence the tracking bandwidth is 

characterized by, 

B o c ^  +  Z i .  ( 1 . 6 )  

Since the choice of the gain term l\ is independent of the quality factor Q, the tracking 

bandwidth of the observer is effectively decoupled from Q. 

The mean square contribution to e of the instantaneous state jump is given by, 

< PZ > = - / — :-7—; 
% Vo (w2 - wg - Z2 - ̂ 1)2 + + (^)2 ' 

W  +  ̂  +  W ^  +  ( ^ l + ^  

2(wg + Z2 + ^)(^ + Zi) 
(1.7) 

< pi > characterizes the signal power. 

The thermal noise acting on the cantilever is white and has mean equal to zero. Assuming 

the thermal noise power is equal to P, the mean square contribution to e of the thermal noise 
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is given by, 

1 

^ l ~ h ~  -

P 

2 P [°° x 

"  T r V o  ( ^ 2 - w g - Z 2 - ^ ) 2  +  w 2 ( ^ + Z i ) 2  

2 H  +  Z 2  +  ̂ ) ( ^  +  W '  

Thus the signal to noise ratio due to thermal noise per unity noise power is given by, 

(1.8) 

SNRV - y < ̂ 2 > - y (w0 + + l^)vl + (~^Vl + zy2)2- (1-9) 

It can be seen from Equation(l.G) and (1.9) that with increasing values of h  and Z2, S N R ^  

and bandwidth B increase. 

The measurement noise in the photo-diode is assumed to be white and has mean equal to 

zero. Assuming the photo-diode noise power is equal to R, the power spectral density (psd) of 

the photo-diode noise v in signal e is given by, 

Pvv{u) = R 
^ (2wg + Zg + ^)(^ + fa) + _ %) 

( w 2 - w g - b - ^ ) 2 + w 2 ( ^  +  W 2  

It can be assumed that the signal power due to state jump [^i,^2]t in e is contained within 

a bandwidth B = K(^ + l\) for K 0. Note that the thermal noise contribution in e is 

also contained within bandwidth B . The signal e can be filtered out for to > B and the 

signal-to-noise-ratio in e (SNRV) due to measurement noise can be analyzed. Note that the 

noise power of the low pass component Pm(uj) of psd of photo-diode noise Pvv(w) is contained 

within bandwidth B. The mean square contribution of the photo-diode noise to e (where e is 
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filtered and effectively contains the signal of interest) is approximately given by, 

1 fB 

— I Pvv ( u ) ) d u j ,  
7T Jo 

R 

= R 

1 f°° (2uJ0 + ̂ 2 + ^Q^)(^Q^ + h) + U2(lf - l2) 

(w2 - W§ - Za - ̂ )2 + + fi)2 

uoh \ 

duj 

K < —  +  7  )  -  ̂ 0 + ?2 + ^Q1 )(a;0 + ^Q1 + ?l) ~ ^0 

2(wg + Z2 + ^)(# + (i) 
(1.10) 

The signal to noise ratio due to measurement noise per unity noise power is given by, 

SAT#,, = 
<P% > \ 

( w g +  Z 2  +  ̂ X  +  0 * 1 / 1  +  : / 2 ) 2  

(wg + Z2 + =^) ((4jir _ 1)^1 + (2% -1)(2 + 2A:(^)2 _ wg) + 

(1.11) 

It can be seen that SNRu decreases with increasing values of h and Z2- Therefore the bandwidth 

constraint in the scheme to detection the signal due to state jump [vi,i>2\r is mainly imposed 

by the measurement noise. It is evident that a desired tradeoff between signal to noise ratio 

and bandwidth can be obtained by an appropriate choice of l\ and 12 that is independent of Q. 

This provides considerable flexibility when compared to existing steady state methods where 

Q determines the bandwidth. Note that due to the small measurement noise, the observer gain 

l\ can be chosen large enough so that the cantilever state is tracked within a couple of cycles 

of the dither forcing. Therefore the optimal bandwidth is primarily dictated by the resonant 

frequency loq of the cantilever. 

1.6 Detection Algorithm 

With the added assumption of the impact condition, the sample detection problem is 

formulated by considering a discretized model of the cantilever dynamics given by (1.1). 

xk+1 

2/t 

— F x k  +  G ( g k  + T j k )  + 5gtk+1^> 

— ÏÏXfc 4- Vfc, k ^ 0, (1.12) 
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where matrices F, G, and H are obtained from matrices A, B and C by discretizing the 

continuous time model of the cantilever described by Equation(1.1) and ôij denotes the dirac 

delta function defined as ôij = 1 if i = j and = 0 if i ^ j. 9 denotes the time instant 

when the impact occurs and v signifies the magnitude of the impact. Essentially the impact 

is modeled as an instantaneous change in the state by v at time instant 0. In this setting the 

time of impact and the resulting change in the state are unknown quantities. The profile of 

the change in the mean of the error signal due to the sample can be pre-calculated and one 

can then employ detection and estimation methods to search for the presence of such a profile 

in the error sequence to not only detect the samples presence but also estimate the sample 

parameters. 

We assume that the input noise and the output noise are white and uncorrelated. Note 

that the input and output noise power P and R can be measured experimentally. Given the 

following noise characteristics 

E 

' r , T\ 
- % 

Vi 
vi 

Vi 
Xq 

%o 
1 

PSij 0 0 0 

0 RSij 0 0 

0 0 n0 0 

the optimal transient observer is a Kalman Filter [17]. Let the steady state Kalman observer 

gain be given by L = Lj<. The error process is known as the innovation sequence when the 

optimal transient observer is employed. Moreover when the tip-sample interaction is absent, 

the innovation process asymptotically approaches a zero mean white process. 

With a Kalman observer and an impact model when the sample is encountered (given by 

the model in (1.12)), the innovation sequence can be written as [18], 

e - k - V k - V k  =  v  +  I k  ,  (1.13) 
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where {Tk-e v} is a known dynamic state profile with unknown arrival time 0 defined by 

= ̂ (F - Z,**)^ (1.14) 

and {7k} is a zero mean white noise sequence which is the measurement residual had the jump 

not occurred. The statistics of 7 is given by, 

} = y&u 

where V = HPsHT + R and P;r is the steady state error covariance obtained from the Kalman 

filter. F is a function of P and R. 

Thus determining when the cantilever is "hitting" the sample and when it is not, is equiv

alent to deciding whether the dynamic profile is present or not. A number of detection and 

estimation methods exist in statistical signal processing literature which address problems of 

similar nature. This problem can be formulated in the framework of binary hypothesis testing 

and a suboptimal version of the generalized likelihood ratio test [18] can be used to make the 

decision whether the profile is present or not. The innovation process is windowed into M 

samples for the analysis. The selection of the window size M is primarily determined by the 

length of the dynamic profile. This problem formulated in the framework of binary hypothesis 

testing is given by, 

Hq '• &k — 7fc ) k — 1)2,..., M 

versus (1.15) 

H\ Cjç — Tm i/ 7/c, k — 1)2,..., M 

where 7% is a zero mean white gaussian process, = 7% is the observed innovation and {T^-e v} 

for k = 1, 2,..., M is a known dynamic profile with unknown arrival time 0 and unknown 

magnitude of the state jump v. Note that if hypothesis Hq is true, then the cantilever has 

not interacted with the sample within that window of M data points. Selection of hypothesis 
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H\ implies that the decision made is that the oscillating cantilever interacted with the sample 

producing the dynamic profile. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the impact or state 

jump occurs at the first sample of each time window of M samples (i.e. 9=1). This implies, 

ë = Tu + 7 (1.16) 

where, ë= [ei,eg, ' T= ^,Zf(F-^^),^(F-^jf)2,. . 

and 7 = [71,72, • • • ,7M] T• Note that when the observer gain L is not equal to the Kalman 

observer gain LK, the dynamic profile assumes a similar expression as in Equation(1.16) with 

observer gain L replacing LK . However in that case the noise 7 will not necessarily be a white 

noise. When 7 is not white and is a known colored noise, a whitening filter may be introduced 

and the corresponding dynamic profile Twv output from the whitening filter may be detected 

in corresponding white noise. When 7 is white, the maximum likelihood estimate of the state 

jump, v is given by, 

. = (ip[)-ilp!. (1.17) 

The dynamic profile if present in the selected M samples is given by 

ttt rtê 
s = Ti> = T(-

y ' y 

To select between the two hypotheses, the likelihood ratio is computed which is given by, 

T TtT jTre 
(W - y - y ( y ) y ' 

The likelihood ratio is compared with a threshold value as l ( M )  ^e to arrive at a 

decision whether the dynamic profile is present or not (equivalent to deciding whether a tip-

sample interaction has occurred or not). The threshold e is chosen to provide a suitable tradeoff 

be tween the  ra te  of  fa l se  de tec t ion  and  the  ra te  of  missed  de tec t ion  [19] .  The  fa l se  a la rm PP 

and detection probability PP are calculated as, PP — PQ(T) = J^° p(l = L\Ho)dL and PD{V) = 

Pi(T) = f™p(l = L\H\,v)dL respectively. PO(T) and fb(Y) are the probability of detecting 
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the dynamic profile T under hypothesis HQ and HI respectively. p(l = L\HQ) and p(l = 

L\HI,U)  are  the  probabi l i ty  dens i ty  func t ions  of  l ike l ihood ra t io  I  under  hypothes is  HQ and H\ 

with state jump v respectively. Since I — - \ under hypothesis HQ and e« are 

independent identically distributed (iid) gaussian random variables, p(l — L\HQ) is Chi-squared 

(x 2 )  dens i ty  wi th  M degrees  of  f reedom.  S imi la r ly  I  = - \YL!ILI  EFV^EI  -  \VY^ÏL  1 TFV~ 1 E I  

under hypothesis HI, p(l = L\H\) is a non-central x2 density with noncentrality parameter 

i/T(^p-)iA Therefore PD is dependent upon values of V. For specified PP or PD, the threshold 

value e can be computed from the tables in [20]. Also given e, the values PF or PD{V) can be 

computed similarly. To compute Pp, we use v as the minimum jump that is required to be 

detected. 

Since the dynamic profile T is a function of observer gain L, there is a possibility of further 

optimizing Equation(l.lS) by making it a function of observer gain L. 

1.7 Experimental Results 

Experiments were performed to ascertain the efficacy of the new transient signal based 

approach. 

1.7.1 High Speed Detection of Sample 

A Digital Instruments multi-mode AFM was used in the experiments. The piezo dynamics 

was used to provide data bits like peaks in sample profile. The frequency response of the 

piezo was obtained using an HP 3563A control system analyzer and a model was fit to the 

response. The model response is compared with that obtained experimentally in Figure 1.5. 

Figure 1.6 shows the experimental response of the piezo to a voltage pulse of amplitude 0.5V, 

time period 1000 fxs and duty ratio 50 %. The piezo dynamics results in the occurrence of 4 

peaks separated by approximately 100 jis during the on time of the applied voltage pulse. The 

maximum width and height of each peak is approximately 35 /is and 20 nm, respectively. 

Frequency response of cantilever was obtained using HP 3563A control system analyzer. A 

2nd order (1st mode) model of the cantilever was obtained from the frequency response data. 
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Figure 1.5 Experimental frequency response of the z-piezo and simulated 

frequency response of a 11th order z-piezo model are plotted. 

> 0.6 

! 0.4 

S 0.2 

—100 I" 
8 o 
Q. 

Figure 1.6 An input voltage pulse of amplitude 0.5V, period 1000 fis and on 

time 500 jj,s results in the above piezo response. The four peaks 
dur ing  the  on  t ime are  separa ted  by  approximate ly  100  / J ,S .  

Experimental and simulated frequency response of cantilever are plotted in Figure 1.7. The 

resonant frequency /o = 60.25 kHz, quality factor Q = 104, de gain K = 1.41 and phase offset 

~ -147.7 degrees were obtained from frequency response data. The right half plane zero 

in the transfer function that fits the frequency response data can be attributed to inertia of 

other mechanical components in AFM. This is the first time experimentally obtained transfer 

function of AFM is used for real-time application. 

A Kalman filter was designed from the 2nd order model of the cantilever and experimentally 

obtained thermal noise and measurement noise power. The Kalman filter is implemented as an 

response of the model J 
experimental response 

t5 100 

50 
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S. -200 

4 -300 
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response of the model 
experimental response 
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frequency (kHz) 

Figure 1.7 Experimental frequency response of the cantilever and simu

lated frequency response of a 1st mode (2nd order) model of 

cantilever are plotted. 

Analog filter circuit as shown in Figure 1.8. The cantilever deflection signal y and the dither 

excitation signal g = w are inputs to the circuit and the estimated cantilever deflection signal 

y is output from the circuit. The cantilever deflection y, forcing w and estimated deflection y 

signals are measured simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 5 MHz using a digital signal 

processing board (Conejo from Innovative Integration). 

h-pi i 
' "7 

w 
Jf 

7t 
JtL 

S 
. f l  

S 

1 
Q/ l 

Figure 1.8 The Kalman filter is implemented as shown in the block di
agram. It is designed based on the first mode model of the 

cantilever, y, f and y are the cantilever deflection, dither forc
ing and estimated deflection signals. Kj is the amplifier gain at 
the dither-piezo, KP is the photo-diode sensitivity. U>F,QF and 
h, I2 are the natural frequency and quality factor and gains of 
Kalman filter. 

A graphite (HOPG) sample was placed over the xyz-piezo scanner and voltage pulse of 0.5 V 
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(a) 

deflection 
sample 

lîïïïïïï! 
184.2 184.3 184.4 184.5 184.6 184.7 184.8 184.9 185 

(b) 

184.2 184.3 184.4 184.5 184.6 184.7 184.8 184.9 185 
time (ms) 

Figure 1.9 (a) Cantilever position given by deflection signal is plotted 

above sample position, (b) Innovation I from analog Kalman 
filter and innovation II from 4th order Kalman flier is plotted. 
Every time cantilever interacted with the sample the innovation 
signals lost their zero mean nature, (c) The likelihood ratios 
LHR I and II calculated from innovation sequences I and II are 
plotted. Likelihood ratio shot up when the cantilever hit the 
sample. It fell to very low values even when the second mode 

oscillations persisted in the innovation signal. 

amplitude and 1 kHz frequency was applied to z-scanner. Then a cantilever freely oscillating in 

air was brought close to the sample while monitoring innovation signal. The innovation signal 

e was obtained by subtracting deflection signal y from estimated deflection signal y using an 

analog adder circuit implemented along with analog Kalman filter. It was observed that when 

the hits between cantilever and sample occured, innovation signal lost its zero mean nature. 

Dither excitation, deflection and innovation signal is collected at 5 MHz sampling. A second 

mode model (4th order) of the cantilever was obtained experimentally. Another 4th order 

Kalman filter based on this model was designed and innovation sequence was obtained from 

dither excitation and deflection signal. Innovation signal from analog Kalman filter (Innov I) 

and innovation sequence from 4th order Kalman filter (Innov II) are plotted in Figure 1.9(b). 

Cantilever position given by deflection signal is plotted above sample position in Figure 1.9(a). 

It can be observed that when the cantilever hits the peaks in the sample profile, the innovation 

signal loses its zero mean nature. Innovation signal from 4th order Kalman filter captures the 
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dynamic profile due to the first mode response of the cantilever very well. The analog Kalman 

filter does not have 2nd mode model information of the cantilever. Therefore 2nd mode response 

of the cantilever shows up in the innovation signal from analog Kalman filter. Likelihood ration 

test was carried out on the innovation signals based on the dynamic profiles of the 1st model of 

the cantilever. The likelihood ratios LHR I and II corresponding to innovation sequences I and 

II are plotted in Figure 1.9(c). Innovation sequence I contains the Is* model dynamic profiles 

and 2nd mode response of the cantilever. Innovation sequence II contains the 1st and 2nd mode 

dynamic profiles. However, the likelihood ratios based on 1st mode dynamic profiles only match 

well to one another in terms of lateral width and vertical height. Therefore likelihood ratio 

test based on 1st mode dynamic profiles is sufficient to detect sample. 

In this experiment the cantilever encountered peaks in the sample profile time separated by 

100 //seconds. This translates to a spatial bandwidth of 10 kHz. In other words the experiment 

demonstrates a sample detection bandwidth of 10,000 bits per second. With suitable choice of 

observer and likelihood ratio test, the sample can be detected within 4 cycles of the cantilever 

oscillation which implies an imperial bandwidth of Therefore it is possible detect at 16.25 

kHz using a 70 kHz cantilever. 

1.7.2 Fast Imaging of DNA 

In another experiment TF-AFM based imaging was demonstrated by imaging DNA sample. 

Lambda DNA (Catalog# D1501 from Promega Corporation) of concentration 500/jg/nil was 

diluted to 50/ig/ml using Tris/HCl/EDTA buffer (lOmM Tris/HCl, ImM EDTA, pH 6.6-6.8). 

The DNA solution was further diluted to 1/ig/ml using NiCl^ buffer (40mM HEPES, 5mM 

NiClg, pH 6.6-6.8). 20/il of DNA solution was incubated on a freshly cleaved mica surface 

for lOminutes. Mica surface was rinsed with pure water and blown dry in nitrogen. For 

this experiment Kalman observer was implemented on a FPGA (from Xilinx) and innovation 

signal from FPGA board was fed to a rms-to-dc circuit board (AD8361 evaluation board from 

Analog Devices). Output of rms-to-dc circuit was connected to auxiliary input of atomic 

force microscope (Multimode AFM from Veeco Instruments) for imaging in AFM graphic user 
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interface (Nanoscope v.5). 

TF-AFM imaging operates in parallel with AM-AFM (amplitude modulated) imaging (see 

Figure 1.10). It requires no existing hardware modification except for an electronic add-on. 

z-piezo 

Controller 

Event 

Kalman 

Filter 

Figure 1.10 The excitation frequency LOD is set close to the resonant fre
quency UJR of the cantilever. The amplitude A of the deflection 
signal of the cantilever is controlled at a set point amplitude 
of Ao by actuating the z-piezo in a feedback manner. The 
innovation signal from the Kalman filter is analyzed by the 
transient detection method to infer variations in the sample 

profile. Aq is kept close to the free oscillation amplitude so 
that the tip-sample interaction is mild. 

AM-AFM images of DNA are shown in Figure 1.11. The scan size = 2 jum, scan rate = 2 

Hz and DNA height = 1.5 nm. Typical scan rate for DNA imaging is 1 Hz. The amplitude 

and phase image of DNA are shown in Figure 1.12. The height image at 2 Hz of DNA is taken 

as reference to compare with TF-AFM images. 

For TF-AFM imaging of DNA, the scan parameters were optimized so that the cantilever 

is soft on the sample. Set point amplitude of cantilever was kept close to free oscillation 

amplitude. The set point amplitude was slowly reduced from its free oscillation value until 

image appears. Z-piezo feedback gains were optimized for TF-AFM imaging (integral gain 

hi = 0.5 and proportional gain kp = 1). The scan speed was slowly increased in small steps and 

TF-AFM and AM-AFM images were collected. DNA height, phase, amplitude and TF-AFM 

images collected at 12.21 Hz are plotted in Figure 1.13. Due to small closed loop bandwidth of 

AFM instrument height image of DNA at 12.21 Hz is blurred (see Figure 1.13(a)). Due to high 
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Figure 1.11 AM-AFM height image of Lambda DNA. Scan size = 2/im, 
scan rate = 2Hz and height — 1.5 nm. This image is taken as 
reference to compare with TF-AFM images. 

quality factor of cantilever phase and amplitude images are also blurred (see Figure 1.13(b) 

and (c)). However, TF-AFM image provides an accurate image of DNA even at 12.21 Hz 

(compare Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.13(d)). Even 12.21 Hz, the small specs present on the 

sample are distinctively captured in TF-AFM image than compared to height, phase and 

amplitude images. Scan rate was further increased to 20.35 Hz and the corresponding height, 

phase, amplitude and TF-AFM images are plotted in Figure 1.14. The quality of AM-AFM 

images i.e. height, phase and amplitude images further detoriates. However, TF-AFM image 

still provides a good image of DNA (compare Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.14(d)). The vertical 

streaks in the images in Figure 1.14 are due to oscillations in the xyz-scanner. The xyz-scanner 

is not tuned (look-up table) for large scan speeds. When the fast-axis scanner takes sharp turn 

at the edge of the scan area, it rings which is coupled to z-piezo. These vibrations could be 

eliminated by tuning the AFM system for high speed scanning. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1.12 AM-AFM (a) amplitude and (b) phase images of Lambda 
DNA. Scan size = 2/im, scan rate = 2Hz and height =1.5 

nm. 

1.8 Conclusion 

Note that all present schemes employ steady-state data. In this article a framework for 

ultra-fast interrogation of sample in Atomic Force Microscopy is proposed which utilizes the 

tip-deflection data during the transient state of the cantilever probe. The systems perspective 

has facilitated the development of this methodology. The cantilever and its interaction with the 

sample is modeled. A first and second mode approximation model of the cantilever is considered 

and a Kalman filter is designed to estimate the dynamic states. The tip-sample interaction is 

modeled as an impulsive force applied to the cantilever in order to detect the presence of sample. 

The dynamics due to tip-sample interaction is calculated in the innovation sequence and a 

likelihood ratio test is performed to obtain the decision rule to infer the presence of sample. 

Experimental results tally with the simulation results verifying the proposed methodology and 

the sample-detection scheme. 

Simulations show a bandwidth of /o/4 (/o being the natural frequency of the micro-

cantilever) in detecting small time scale tip-sample interactions. The result is corroborated in 
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experiments and sample profiles appearing at 10KHz were detected using a cantilever with 

resonant frequency equal to 70KHz in realtime by implementing analog observer. In this 

method high quality factor does facilitate high resolution but it does not limit the bandwidth 

as in steady state data based methods. 

The transient signal based sample detection scheme is integrated with regular tapping mode 

operation of AFM to detect high bandwidth content sample features at large scan rates in the 

case where the tapping mode images failed to produce useful image. As part of ongoing work 

experiments to ascertain sub-nanometer scale features like atomic layers of graphite and the 

lattice structure of mica are being conducted at a scan rate an order higher than the regular 

tapping mode operation with encouraging preliminary results. 
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Figure 1.13 AM-AFM (a) height, (b) phase, (c) amplitude and (d) 
TF-AFM images of Lambda DNA at 12.21 Hz. Scan size 
= 2/im and height = 1.5 nm. 
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Figure 1.14 AM-AFM (a) height, (b) phase, (c) amplitude and (d) 
TF-AFM images of Lambda DNA at 20.35 Hz. Scan size 
= 2/im and height = 1.5 nm. 
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CHAPTER 2 Dual Quality Factor (Q) Control 

In atomic force microscopy, bandwidth or resolution can be affected by active quality factor 

(Q) control. However, in existing methods the trade off between resolution and bandwidth 

remains inherent. Observer based Q control method provides greater flexibility in managing 

the tradeoff between resolution and bandwidth during imaging. It also facilitates theoretical 

analysis lacking in existing methods. 

Steady state signals like amplitude and phase are slowly varying variables that are suited to 

image low bandwidth content of the actual sample profile. Observer based transient imaging 

scheme with Q control has the promise of detecting high bandwidth content of the sample 

features during scanning. Transient detection also has the advantage of high sensitivity to 

small features. 

2.1 Introduction 

There is considerable interest in interrogation and manipulation of surface properties of 

inorganic and biological materials at molecular level using atomic force microscope (AFM) 

[1]. AFM is often operated in the dynamic mode (i.e. amplitude modulation and frequency 

modulation) to image with low lateral force and high force sensitivity. A schematic of AFM 

operating in dynamic mode is shown in Fig. 2.1. In amplitude modulation mode (AM-AFM) 

operation a sinusoidal excitation is applied by the dither piezo at the base of the cantilever. 

Frequency of excitation signal is set very close to the resonant frequency of cantilever. The 

cantilever tip deflection is measured by a photo diode sensor. When tip of the oscillating 

cantilever interacts with the sample the spring constant and damping coefficient of cantilever 

get altered. Therefore the amplitude (phase and frequency) of deflection signal changes. In 
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AM-AFM a set point amplitude of deflection signal is maintained by feeding back the amplitude 

signal to vertical sample positioning system (z-piezo). The sample is raster scanned by the 

xy-scanner. Images of the sample are obtained from the control signal to z-piezo, and the 

amplitude and phase of deflection signal. 

The scan speed in dynamic mode AFM is dictated by the mechanical bandwidths of the 

xyz scanner and cantilever. Given a xyz scanner, imaging resolution is better if cantilever with 

high quality factor is used. However, high quality factor results in large settling times for the 

amplitude and phase signals. Thus imaging speed of amplitude (or phase) based methods are 

compromised by high quality factor of cantilever. 

Recently several methods have been proposed to increase the bandwidth or the resolution 

of imaging in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy. In [21], scan speed while imaging in air 

is increased by using a z-piezo with high bandwidth and active reduction of quality factor of 

cantilever. In [22] the force sensitivity of cantilever (resolution of imaging) in fluid is enhanced 

by 3 orders of magnitude by active Q-enhancement. However, given a xyz scanner and a 

cantilever, the bandwidth and resolution of imaging in dynamic methods is dictated by quality 

factor of cantilever. 

Imaging under fluids with Q-enhancement has numerous advantages. While imaging in air, 

molecular forces (in piconewton range) are not accessible due to capillary forces (in nanonewton 

range) from the moisture layer covering the sample. Moisture layer problem is absent when 

sample is under fluid. Atomic resolution images have been obtained by imaging under fluid 

feedback 
control o 

z-piezo 

A+B 

A-B 
mirror 

photo diode 

cantilever 

XYZ 
piezoelectric 
I scanner 

sample 

Figure 2.1 A schematic of AFM. 
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[23]. Also biological samples are soft and they often need to be imaged in a buffer solution. The 

low lateral forces in fluids facilitates imaging of biological samples as they are not displaced or 

destroyed [24], [25]. However, in fluids quality factor and hence force sensitivity of cantilever 

reduces by approximately two orders of magnitude compared to its value in air. By active 

Q-control quality factor of cantilever and consequently force sensitivity can be enhanced in 

order to sense molecular level forces. In [22] quality factor of a cantilever is enhanced by three 

orders of magnitude and force sensitivity is improved to piconewton regime. 

In existing Q-control methods, the deflection signal is phase shifted (or time delayed), 

amplified and added to standard excitation signal applied to dither piezo. However, in these 

methods the trade off between bandwidth and resolution remains inherent [26]. It is always 

desirable to improve both bandwidth and resolution together. In current methods when the 

feedback loop is set to achieve a particular value of Q, the resolution and bandwidth get fixed 

according to the effective value of Q. Observer based Q-control method provides flexibility in 

the feedback loop. It improves resolution in the case of active damping and improves bandwidth 

in the case of active Q-enhancement. 

Another advantage of observer based approach is its amenability to the transient detection 

technique. Note that imaging signals like the amplitude and phase being slow varying, are 

inadequate to construct the high bandwidth (fine) features of sample surface. Based on these 

methods, at higher scan rates or scan sizes the sample features appear at higher temporal 

frequency to the cantilever and the image may not portray the fine features on the sample. On 

the other hand, transient detection method in [9] is able to detect tip-sample interactions at a 

very high bandwidth (not limited by high Q). Transient detection method adapted to sample 

imaging with observer based Q control can detect high bandwidth content of the sample at 

high scan rates that is not possible with amplitude and phase based imaging schemes. 

2.2 AFM model 

From a system perspective, the input signal to AFM is the excitation signal applied to 

the dither-piezo and the output signal is the deflection of the cantilever-tip obtained from the 
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photo-diode. The frequency of the excitation signal is set close to the first resonant frequency of 

the cantilever. It is observed from experiments that near first resonant frequency, the transfer 

function from dither-piezo-input to photo-diode-output is described by a second order model 

with a right half plane zero, given by: 

where k, m, u>o and Q are equivalent stiffness, equivalent mass, resonance frequency and quality 

factor of cantilever. Note that k/m = lOq. By putting c\ = 1 and c2 = 0 in Equation(2.1), 

transfer function corresponding to the point mass description of cantilever is recovered. 

In AFM setup, as described in Figure 2.2, thermal noise rj enters as a process noise, photo-

diode noise appears at the output as a measurement noise and tip-sample force appears at the 

input of the cantilever. A state-space representation of AFM is given by, 

x = Ax + Bu + B\h + Birj] x(0) = xq, 
(2.2) 

y = Cx + v, 

where state matrices A, B, B\ and C are realized from the frequency response from dither-

piezo-input to photo-diode-output. x is the dynamic state of the cantilever, u is the dither-

piezo-input and y is the photo-diode-output. The canonical realization of the transfer function 

( f i t t ed  to  the  f requency  response  of  AFM) in  Equat ion(2 .1)  g ives  A =  [0 ,1 ;  - c v q ,  -U>Q/Q],  

B = [0; k/m], B\ = [0; 1 /m] and C = [ci, c2]. Cantilever-tip position p = Cx and velocity 

v  =  [ 0 ,  l ] x .  

Tip-sample interaction force h is a function of tip-position p and tip-velocity p, i.e. h = 

<£(p,p). The function $ is a nonlinear function of p and depends on sample. Thus in presence 

of sample the interconnection of the cantilever and sample is described by: 

P — ^hph + *&gp9i 

& = 4&(p,p), 
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where &hp and <&gp are the maps from h —> p and g —> p, respectively, g is typically a sinusoidal 

input to the dither-piezo. This feedback interconnection is evidently quite complex. However, 

by treating h as an independent input to the cantilever, qualitative arguments about bandwidth 

and resolution during imaging can be obtained. It is then verified through simulation where a 

piece wise linear (spring-mass-damper model) tip-sample interaction potential is assumed. 

2.3 Observer based Q-control 

Observer 

Cantilever 

Figure 2.2 Block diagram of AFM combined with observer. 

An observer is designed based on the AFM model given by Equation(2.2) that provides the 

estimated position p and velocity v of the cantilever tip. The block diagram of AFM combined 

with an observer is given in Figure 2.2. In observer based Q-control paradigm p and v are 

added in feedback to standard excitation signal g. The observer dynamics is given by, 

x  =  A x  +  B u  +  L ( y  -  C x ) ;  x ( 0 )  =  x o ,  

" = {3 + Fih (2.3) 
p = cz, 

v  =  D x ,  

where L is the observer gain and F is the state feedback gain. 

Let x = x - x denote the state estimation error. The combined cantilever-observer dynamics 
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is given by, 

X 
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y 

p 
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r B Bi 0 
+ 9 + 

Bi 
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X 0 bi L 

r -, 1 
X 

+ 0 
X 

0 

(2.4) 

It can be shown from Equation(2.4) that the transfer function from excitation signal g to 

cantilever-tip deflection p is given by, 

k j m { c \  + c2s) 
(2.5) 

where F  —  [ F i ,  F2](m/ f c ) ,  ̂  ^  -  F 2  and - Fi- Note that uqc and Qqc are the 

modified resonant frequency and quality factor of cantilever. 

In Equation(2.5), (g —> y)(s) is an exact second order transfer function. It is independent of 

observer gain L. In this paradigm the modified transfer function has the same structure as the 

unmodified transfer function (compare Equation(2.1) with Equation(2.5)) with an equivalent 

quality factor Qqc and equivalent resonant frequency u>qc. Thus one can imagine that the new 

dynamics is to mimic the dynamics of a new cantilever with changed quality factor Qqc and 

resonant frequency wqc. This provides considerable advantages in analyzing the Q-controlled 

cantilever dynamics. It needs to be noted that the equivalent transfer function is not of higher 

order. In the above architecture suitable pole-zero cancelation has taken place to obtain a 

second order description of the closed-loop system even though the state space dimension is 

four. Note that the transfer function (g —> p)(s) in existing methods (with a phase shifter 

or time delay in the feedback link) is of high order or an infinite dimensional linear system 

[27]. Therefore in existing methods one has to approximate the resulting transfer function to 

a second-order behavior with the purpose of carrying the intuition of a modified cantilever to 
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the interpretation of the cantilever-sample interconnection. 

For quantifying Q in existing Q-control methods it is assumed that the cantilever is a 

second order transfer function system with a constant numerator and the cantilever deflection 

is purely sinusoidal so that a 90 degrees phase shift yields the velocity of the cantilever. Both 

these assumptions typically do not hold. In the proposed method the feedback signal is the 

estimated tip-velocity. From Equation(2.5) it can be seen that by choosing F appropriately a 

desired quality factor and resonance frequency of the cantilever can be obtained. Note that 

u)qC = sjkqc/m, kqc being the modified stiffness of the cantilever. Therefore a desired stiffness 

of the cantilever can be obtained by feeding back the estimated tip position signal. A desired 

quality factor can be achieved by varying F2 only. In experiments and simulations active 

Q - c o n t r o l  o f  c a n t i l e v e r  b y  f e e d i n g  b a c k  e s t i m a t e d  t i p  v e l o c i t y  p  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  ( i . e .  F \  = 0 ) .  

When the cantilever is not interacting with sample, bandwidth is entirely determined by 

the transfer function (g — y)(s) as h — 0. Therefore off-sample behavior of cantilever can be 

tuned by choosing F appropriately. Typically, one would need large damping (low Qqc) off-

sample for faster imaging. Resolution does not have any significance off-sample and therefore 

high bandwidth is the only objective. On-sample behavior is analyzed next. 

2.4 Effect of tip-sample force 

The effect of tip-sample force h on tip deflection p during imaging is given by the following 

transfer function: 

(a -+ p)(s) = 

l/m{c\ + c2s) _  f l ( l  -  I1C2)  +  F2(S  +  LICI)  

where ABF = A + BF,  ALC =  A -  LC,  = ^ + L\C\  + I2C2 and = U )Q ( 1 - LIC 2 )  + 

+ ?2c1 • 

The bandwidth and resolution during imaging depends on the maps (h —> p)(s) and (g —> 

p)(s). If gain of (h y)(s) is large, the effect of h on y is large and consequently resolution 
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is high. If bandwidth of (h —> y)(s) is large, tip deflection due to h  settle down faster and 

consequently bandwidth is high. From Equation(2.6) it follows that as L is increased from 0, 

(h —> y)(s) changes from original uncontrolled cantilever dynamics given by Equation(2.1) to 

a modified dynamics given by Equation(2.5). Thus one can achieve a wide range of on-sample 

behavior of cantilever by choosing L appropriately. 

In effect, observer based methodology provides a "dual Q" control; (a) choice of F deter

mines off-sample behavior and (b) choice of L determines on-sample behavior. 

While imaging in air Q-control is often employed to decrease quality factor in order to 

increase scan speed. While imaging in buffer Q-control is often employed to increase quality 

factor in order to increase force sensitivity. Observer based Q-control approach is explored 

both in air and under buffer. 

In a simulation, a cantilever having /o = 68.1 kHz while oscillating in air with Q = 200 is 

damped to Qqc = 20 by choosing F = k/m[0,9w0/<5]. (h —> y)(s) for undamped cantilever and 

damped cantilever for different values of observer gain L are plotted in Fig. 2.3(a) in black, 

red and blue, respectively. As the values of L increases, (h p)(s) approaches to damped 

(g —> p)(s)/k. By choosing smaller values of L the effect of tip-sample forces on tip deflection 

y can be enhanced. In Fig. 2.3(b) the amplitude of deflection signal y is plotted when the 

cantilever encounters a step sample profile of 5 nm height between time instants 6000 //sec 

and 8000 //sec while freely oscillating at 24 nm. For smaller values of L the cantilever settles 

down to a lower amplitude further away from the sample compared to larger values of L. 

The tip-sample interaction force is smaller for smaller L. Thus a higher force sensitivity and 

resolution can be achieved by using a smaller value for L without compromising the off-sample 

bandwidth. When the step sample profile goes away at 8000 //sec i.e. h = 0, the deflection 

signal builds up to the free oscillation amplitude at the desired rate. Thus one can conclude for 

a fixed off-sample damping (fixed F), tip-sample force resolution can be improved by choosing 

smaller value for L. 

In another simulation, the Q of a cantilever (/o = 15 kHz) oscillating under water with 

Q = 40 is enhanced to Qqc = 400 by choosing F = k/m[Q, — 0.9<Jo/Q]- (h —> p)(s) for 
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Smaller gain L 

6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 
\i sec 

Figure 2.3 (a) Transfer function from tip-sample interaction h to tip deflec
tion p is plotted for different values of observer gain L (shown 
in red and blue) when the cantilever is damped in air. (b) Am
plitude signal for different values of observer gain L is plotted 

when the cantilever encounters a step sample profile of 5 nm 
height, and between 6000 and 8000 //seconds while freely oscil
lating in air with amplitude 24 nm. Off-sample the amplitude 
increases at a faster rate when the cantilever is damped for dif

ferent values of L and fixed state feedback gain F. On-sample 
the cantilever settles to a lower magnitude away from the sam
ple when observer gain L is low. 
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Figure 2.4 (a) The transfer function from tip-sample interaction h to tip 
deflection p is plotted for different values of observer gain L 

(shown in red and blue) when quality factor the cantilever is 
enhanced under water, (b) Amplitude signal for different val

ues of observer gain L is plotted when the cantilever encounters 
a step sample profile nm height, and between 40 and 70 mil

liseconds while freely oscillating under water with amplitude 40 

nm. Off-sample the amplitude increases at same rate when the 
Q is increased using different values of L and fixed feedback 
gain F. On-sample the cantilever settles faster when observer 
gain L is low. 
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unchanged cantilever and Q-controlled cantilever with different values of observer gain L are 

p l o t t e d  i n  F i g .  2 . 4 ( a )  i n  b l a c k ,  b l u e  a n d  r e d  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  A s  L  i s  i n c r e a s e d ,  ( h  — >  p ) ( s )  

approaches (g —>• p)(s)/k. In Fig. 2.4(b) amplitude of the deflection signal y is plotted when 

the cantilever encounters a step sample profile of 5 nm height between time instants of 40 ms 

and 70 ms while freely oscillating at 40 nm. The cantilever settles down to similar amplitudes 

on the sample for different values of L. When a smaller value for L is chosen the cantilever 

settles down faster. By choosing small value for L the force sensitivity or resolution is not 

compromised; however the bandwidth is enhanced in presence of sample. When the step 

sample profile goes away at 70 ms i.e. h = 0, the deflection signal builds up to the free 

oscillation amplitude at the bandwidth corresponding to the new enhanced Q . The phase of 

the deflection signal y shows a similar behavior as the amplitude signal. Thus one can conclude 

that for a fixed Q-enhancement (fixed F) for increased force resolution, the bandwidth can be 

improved by choosing smaller value for L. 

2.5 Effect of noise 

The effect of thermal noise rj and photo-diode noise v on the deflection signal y is given by 

the transfer functions: 

(% ^ 2/)(a) = c[s7 - (2.6) 

and 

(v ^ y)(s) = 7 + C[s7 - (2.7) 

respectively. 

The effect of thermal noise rj and photo-diode noise v on estimated cantilever-tip position 

p is given by the transfer functions: 

( r j  — > p ) ( s )  = C[ s l  -  ABF] 1L-C[SI-ALC} 1 B I  -  C[sl - ABF] 1BF[SI  — ALC] 1Bi,(2.8) 
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and 

( v  —> p)(s) = C [ s l  - Alc]-1-^ + C[sl - Abj?]-1BF[s/ — Alc]-1-^, (2.9) 

respectively. 

The severity of the effect of thermal noise r] and photo-diode noise v on deflection signal 

y and tip-position estimate p can be obtained by analyzing Eq.(2.6), (2.8), (2.7) and (2.9) for 

different values of gain F and L. 
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Figure 2.5 Transfer function from thermal noise rj to deflection signal y 

and tip-position estimate p = pest are plotted (a) when the 
cantilever is in air and damped and (b) when the cantilever is 
under water and its Q is enhanced. 

In Fig. 2.5(a) and (b) thermal noise power in tip-deflection y and tip-position estimate p are 

shown when the cantilever is in air and under water, respectively. In Fig. 2.6(a) and (b) photo-

diode noise power in tip-deflection y and tip-position estimate p are shown when the cantilever 

is in air and under water, respectively. It can be observed that when the cantilever is damped 

by an order of magnitude the noise contribution is also reduced by an order of magnitude. For 

fixed damping (fixed F) noise in p is lesser if value of L is smaller. It can be observed that 

when quality factor of the cantilever is enhanced by 4 times the noise contribution increases 

by over an order. Therefore, photo-diode noise may have drastic effects while imaging under 

fluid with Q enhancement. For fixed Q-enhancement (fixed F) noise in p is lesser if value of L 
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is smaller. 
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Figure 2.6 Transfer function from photo-diode noise v to deflection signal 

y and tip-position estimate p = pest are plotted (a) when the 
cantilever is in air and damped and (b) when the cantilever is 
under water and its Q is enhanced. 

2.6 TF-AFM with Q-control 

Observer based imaging has numerous benefits with respect to resolution, bandwidth and 

noise reduction. However the imaging signals i.e. the amplitude and phase of deflection signal 

y and estimated tip position p remain slow. Therefore at a given scan speed these signals 

represent a low bandwidth content (slow varying features) of the actual sample profile. As 

the scan speed is increased the image looks smoother and the fine details of the sample is 

lost. Transient force atomic force microscopy (TF-AFM) technique has promise of detecting 

high bandwidth content of sample profile i.e. small tip-sample interactions corresponding to 

sub-nanometer level sample features with a high probability. It is shown that TF-AFM and 

dual Q-control can be integrated independently. 

The effect of excitation signal g on innovation signal e = y — Cx is given by transfer 

function: (g —> e)(s) = 0. The effect of tip-sample interaction force h on innovation signal e 
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with Q-control is given by transfer function: 

l/m(ci + c2s) 
(2.10) 

Therefore, transient signal is not affected by the choice of F.  TF-AFM technique can be 

implemented independent of the Q-control scheme. From Eq.(2.10) one can conclude that 

the bandwidth of detecting tip-sample interaction (BWy oc ^^) can be increased (which is 

independent  of  Q [9])  independent  of  s ta te  feedback gain  F.  

2.7 Experimental Results 

In the experiments frequency response of AFM setup is obtained via a HP 3563A control 

system analyzer. A model of AFM is obtained from frequency response data by fitting a second 

order transfer function with a right half plane zero, given by Equation(2.1). 

7 cos fjjt 

Observer 

deflection 

Controller 

Topography 
imaging 

Figure 2.7 An observer is implemented into the standard tapping mode 
imaging set up. The state estimates are used for Q-control and 

imaging. 

Noise power of measurement and thermal noise are obtained experimentally. Measurement 

noise (mainly photo-diode noise) is calculated from the deflection signal when cantilever is 

forced to remain in contact with a hard sample surface. The thermal noise is calculated from 

deflection signal of freely oscillating cantilever with no excitation signal (g = 0). 

A conventional tapping mode AFM set up with an observer is shown in Figure 2.7. This 
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Uf 

w /  

Figure 2.8 The observer is implemented as an analog circuit (Tow-Thomas 
biquad) .  I t  has  a  second order  t ransfer  funct ion wi th  gain  G u  

and a right half plane zero Zu from input u, and gain Gy and a 

left half plane zero Zy from input y. uif and Q/ are the resonant 
frequency and quality factor of the observer. A similar circuit 
is implemented that gives the cantilever-tip velocity estimate v. 

setup is used for the experiments. The cantilever is excited near its resonant frequency UIQ 

with g = "'coscv'ot. A PI controller actuates z-piezo to control the sample position in order 

to maintain a constant set-point amplitude (Aq) of cantilever deflection signal. The observer 

provides the estimates of cantilever tip position and velocity. Quality factor Q of cantilever is 

regulated by feeding back estimated tip-velocity with feedback gain F (Fj = 0). 

The following experimental plots demonstrate the tuning of analog kalman filter from fre

quency response data of the cantilever. The frequency response of a cantilever oscillating in 

air with fo = 68.1 kHz and Q = 110 in plotted in Figure 2.9(a). A Kalman observer is 

designed in Matlab and the transfer functions from observer inputs dither excitation g and 

deflection y to observer outputs estimated tip position and velocity are calculated. Impulse 

response of cantilever and observer are plotted in Figure 2.9(b) at top and bottom, respec

tively. Due to high quality factor cantilever takes approximately 2000 //seconds to settle down. 

Observer is designed such that it tracks within 40 //seconds. The observer transfer functions 

are implemented in analog circuit and the corresponding frequency responses were measured 

using HP3563A control systems analyzer. The calculated and measured transfer functions are 
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cantilever impulse response 

observer impulse response | 

20 30 
Time (usee) 

Figure 2.9 Frequency response data is fitted with a second order transfer 
function with a right half plane zero. Cantilever has resonant 
frequency /o = 68.1 kHz and quality factor Q = 110. (b) Im
pulse response of cantilever (top) and observer (bottom) are 

plotted. Due to high quality factor cantilever takes nearly 2000 
//seconds to settle down. Observer tracks within 40 //seconds. 

plotted in Figure 2.10. 

In another experiment a cantilever with resonant frequency /o = 71.25 kHz and quality 

factor Q = 110 was damped to Qqc = 70 by using different observers implemented in the 

analog circuit and fixed feedback gain F2. The undamped and damped frequency response 

data of g —> y are plotted in Figure 2.11(a). Therefore off-sample quality factor of cantilever 

is independent of observer gain L and depends only on feedback gain F (see Equation(2.5)). 

In a similar experiment the frequency response for h —> y was measured for different observer 

gains L (see Figure 2.11(b)). For different values for L a variety of response varying between 

damped cantilever response and undamped cantilever response was obtained. Therefore on-

sample quality factor of cantilever depends on observer gain L for fixed state feedback gain F. 

Thus on-sample behavior of cantilever can be changed independent of its off-sample behavior 

and a better bandwidth resolution trade off can be achieved. 

In another experiment off-sample behavior of cantilever during imaging was investigated 

for different values of observer gain L and fixed feedback gain F. A cantilever with resonant 

frequency /o = 68.1 kHz was damped from quality factor Q = 110 to Qqc — 70 in air using 
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Figure 2.10 Calculated transfer function of Kalman observer from inputs 
dither excitation and deflection signal to outputs estimated 
tip position and velocity are plotted with the corresponding 
transfer functions from implemented analog circuit. 
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Figure 2.11 (a)Frequency response from dither excitation to deflection 
g —> y is plotted when observers with different gain values 

L were employed, (b)Frequency response for h —> y is plotted 
when observers with different gain values L were employed. 

analog observer circuit. The amplitude and phase profile while imaging a grating sample 

is plotted in Figure 2.12 for different values of L and fixed F. The grating sample had 20 

nm high steps. Free oscillation amplitude was 97.3 nm and set point amplitude was 87.3 

nm. Proportional and integral feedback gains for set point amplitude control were Kp = 0 

and Ki = 0.2, respectively. In Figure 2.12 the amplitude and phase build to free oscillation 

amplitude and phase values faster when the cantilever is damped. The rate of growth of 

ampl i tude  and phase  prof i les  off -sample  are  equal  for  d i f ferent  va lues  of  L.  

In another experiment quality factor of a cantilever was increased under water. A soft 

cantilever (Olympus Biolever-B) with resonant frequency /o = 15.9 kHz, nominal quality factor 

Q = 5 and stiffness k — 0.005 N/m in water was used on Asylum Research MFP3D AFM. The 

frequency response showed forest of peaks due to acoustic excitation from surrounding fluid. 

Thermal noise response of the cantilever was taken and the peak near the thermal peak was 

identified as the resonant peak of the cantilever in water. A second order transfer function 

with a right half plane zero was fit to the frequency response data near the resonant peak of 

cantilever. A second order transfer function (with a right half plane zero) was fitted to the 

frequency response data. An analog observer was designed and the effective quality factor 
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Figure 2.12 (a) Amplitude and (b) phase profiles are plotted when a can
tilever comes off a 20 nm step in a calibration sample near 13 
//m. Amplitude and phase dynamics are fast when the can

tilever is damped. Off sample amplitude and phase dynamics 

are  independent  of  observer  gain  L.  

of the cantilever was increased by gradually increasing feedback gain F.  Quality factor of 

the cantilever was increased to 350 under water (see Figure 2.13(a)). Effective Q change was 

verified by measuring the settling time of cantilever when dither excitation was withdrawn. 

When effective quality factor was high cantilever took longer time to settle down. 

Analysis shows that observer based Q-control provides flexibility in managing bandwidth 

and resolution trade off. All the benefits of traditional Q-control are achieved by choosing 

suitable feedback gain F to shape off sample behavior of the cantilever independent of observer 

gain L. On sample behavior of the cantilever is managed by choosing suitable value for L. It 

is verified in experiments that observer based Q-control achieves all the benefits of traditional 

Q-control methods. The benefits of dual Q-eontrol (i.e. on sample behavior of cantilever) is 

extensively investigated in simulations. 

In simulations an experimentally obtained z-piezo model as shown in Figure 1.5 was used. 

Cantilever model was also experimentally obtained by fitting a second order transfer function 

to frequency response data near resonant peak. The tip-sample interaction model was a piece 

wise linear model. 

In  Figure 2.14 quality factor of a cantilever was reduced from Q — 120 to Q = 24 by both 
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(a) Frequency response of a cantilever in water is plotted when 
its quality factor is gradually increased from a nominal value 
of 5 to 300 by feeding back estimated velocity signal from an 
analog observer to dither excitation signal, (b) Settling time of 
cantilever with Q-control is plotted when dither excitation was 

withdrawn. When effective quality factor was high cantilever 
took longer time to settle down. 
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Figure 2.14 (a) Cantilever with Q = 120 (red) is damped to Q = 24 (blue). 
The transfer functions from dither to deflection g —> y  and 
tip-sample force to deflection h —> y are plotted in blue and 
black,  respect ively .  For  t radi t ional  methods  h —> y  — g  —> y .  

(b)Top: Images of a step sample profile of height 5 nm are 
plotted where red, blue and black correspond to Q = 120, 
Q = 24 traditional and Q = 24 dual Q method. When Q was 

reduced image became sharper. Bottom: Tip-sample interac
tion forces are plotted. Tip-sample interaction force is small 
in dual Q method. 
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traditional and dual Q method. The transfer functions from dither to deflection g —> y  and tip-

sample force to deflection h —> y are plotted in blue and black in Figure 2.14(a), respectively. 

For traditional methods h —> y = g —> y. The images and tip-sample interaction forces of 

a step sample profile of 5 nm height is plotted in Figure 2.14(b). The image is sharp when 

the cantilever is damped (blue and black). Both Q control methods provided similar images. 

However, tip-sample interaction force was small when dual (^-control was employed. 
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Figure 2.15 (a) Quality factor of a cantilever with Q = 10 (red) is enhanced 

to Q — 100 (blue). The transfer functions from dither to de
flection g —> y and tip-sample force to deflection h —> y are 
plotted in blue and black, respectively. For traditional meth
ods h —> y — g —> y. (b)Top: Images of a step sample profile of 
height 5 nm are plotted where red, blue and black correspond 
to Q = 10, Q = 100 traditional and Q = 100 dual Q method. 

When Q was increased images lost sharpness. However, dual 

Q method produced a better image than traditional method. 
Bot tom:  Tip-sample  in teract ion forces  are  p lot ted .  When Q 

was increased tip-sample force decreased by both traditional 
and dual Q method. 

In Figure 2.15 quality factor of a cantilever was increased from Q — 10 to Q = 100 by both 

traditional and dual Q method. The transfer functions from dither to deflection g y and tip-

sample force to deflection h —> y are plotted in blue and black in Figure 2.15(a), respectively. 

For traditional methods h —> y = g —> y. The images and tip-sample interaction forces of 

a step sample profile of 5 nm height is plotted in Figure 2.14(b). The image lost sharpness 
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when Q was increased (blue and black). However, dual Q method produced better image than 

t radi t ional  method.  Tip-sample  in teract ion force  was  reduced when Q was increased.  Both  Q 

control methods reduced tip-sample force similarly. 

2.8 Conclusions 

Observer based method provides an exact design and performance assessment for active Q 

control in AFM. The transfer function from dither input to photo-diode output is independent 

of the observer so that the cantilever effectively behaves like a spring-mass-damper system 

unlike the complex behavior in existing methods. The effective quality factor and stiffness of 

the cantilever can be changed by appropriately choosing the state feedback gain. The effect of 

tip-sample interaction force on the bandwidth and resolution during imaging is qualitatively 

analyzable in this framework. The observer provides flexibility in the state feedback loop 

to improve the bandwidth or resolution during imaging. Dual Q-control performed as good 

as traditional Q-control methods in experiments. Analysis and simulation showed that dual 

Q-control can manage bandwidth and resolution trade off better than traditional methods. 

Transient force atomic force microscopy (TF-AFM) is married to observer based Q control 

method. TF-AFM performs independent of dual Q-control method. 
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CHAPTER 3 FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR REAL-TIME 

SCHEDULING 

Most of real-time scheduling algorithms are open-loop algorithms as the scheduling deci

sions are based on the worst-case estimates of task parameters. They do not continuously 

observe the performance of the system and therefore do not dynamically adjust the system 

parameters accordingly for improving the performance. In many cases, it is preferable to base 

scheduling decisions on average-case workload parameters and be ready to deal with bounded 

transient overloads dynamically. In recent years, the "closed-loop" scheduling has gained im

portance due to its applicability to many real-world problems wherein the feedback information 

can be exploited efficiently to adjust task and/or scheduler parameters, thereby improving the 

system's performance. 

In this dissertation, we discuss an open-loop dynamic scheduling algorithm that employs 

a notion of task overlap in the scheduler in order to provide some flexibility in task execution 

time. Then we present a novel closed-loop approach for dynamically estimating the execu

tion time of tasks based on both deadline miss ratio and task rejection ratio in the system. 

This approach is highly preferable for firm/soft real-time systems since it provides a firm per

formance guarantee in terms of deadline misses while achieving a high guarantee ratio. We 

design proportional-integral controller and H-infinity controller for closed loop scheduling. We 

evaluate the performance of the open-loop and the closed-loop approaches using simulation 

studies. We show that the closed-loop dynamic scheduling offers a better performance over 

the open-loop scheduling under all the practical conditions. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Modeling a computing system as a dynamic system or as a controller is an approach that 

has proved to be fruitful in many cases. For example, the step-length adjustment mechanism 

in numerical integration algorithms can be viewed as a Pi-controller [28], and the traveling 

salesman optimization problem can be solved by a nonlinear dynamical system formulated as 

a recurrent neural network. In this dissertation we develop a similar notion for dynamic task 

schedulers for a real-time system. 

In real-time systems, the system's performance depends not only on the logical correctness 

of the result, but also on the time at which the results are produced [29]. Based on the 

time criticality, these systems are classified into : hard, firm or soft real-time systems, in 

the decreasing order of damages caused due to missing a deadline. So, in hard real-time 

systems, missing a deadline can lead to catastrophic conditions whereas in firm/soft real

time tasks, missing a deadline will not have such serious consequences. Multiprocessors and 

multicomputer based systems have emerged as a powerful computing means for these real-time 

systems, primarily due to their capability for high performance and reliability. The problem 

of scheduling real-time tasks in such systems is to determine when and on which processor a 

given task is executed [29]. These real-time scheduling algorithms, which does this assignment 

of tasks to their processors, fall into two categories: static and dynamic scheduling. In static 

scheduling, the assignment of tasks to processors is done apriori. These algorithms require 

an apriori knowledge of task's characterisitics and cannot schedule tasks at run-time (such as 

aperiodic tasks), which requires dynamic scheduling. 

In dynamic scheduling, the scheduling algorithm does not require the complete knowledge 

of the task set and its constraints.Among the dynamic scheduling algorithms, some of them 

operate under resource-sufficient environments and others operate under resource-insufficient 

environments [30, 31]. Though significant results have been achieved in real-time scheduling 

with algorithms such as RMS, EDF and Spring Scheduling, these algorithms perform well 

when the workload of the system can be accurately modeled, and does not perform well for 

unpredictable workloads. Further, all the scheduling algorithms discussed, work based on the 
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worst case execution time (WCET). Practically, identifying the correct estimate for WCET is 

not easy and many analysis tools come up with over-estimation strategies. Thus, scheduling 

algorithms based on WCET leads to under-utilized system. In many cases, it is preferable to 

base scheduling decisions on average execution time and to be ready to deal with bounded 

transient overloads dynamically. This approach is especially preferable in firm/soft real-time 

systems since it provides a firm performance guarantee in terms of deadline misses while 

achieving high utilization and throughput (guarantee ratio) at the same time. 

The requirements of an ideal firm real-time scheduling algorithm are to (1) provide (firm) 

performance guarantees to admitted tasks, i.e., maintain low deadline miss ratio among ad

mitted tasks; and (2) admit as many tasks as possible, i.e., achieve high guarantee ratio. In 

an unpredictable environment, it is impossible for a system to achieve 100% utilization and 

a 0% miss ratio all the time and a tradeoff between miss ratio and utilization is unavoidable. 

Two approaches can be used to deal with this tradeoff. The first approach, which uses an 

admission control based on worst case estimation, represents the pessimistic approach, where 

deadline misses are avoided at the cost of low utilization and throughput. This approach has 

been widely used in hard real-time systems. The second approach, as followed in [32], uses the 

closed-loop scheduling based on average case estimation, represents the optimistic approach, 

where a low (but possibly non-zero) miss ratio is maintained with high utilization. When high 

misses happen due to underestimation of the execution time, the scheduler corrects the sys

tem's state back to the satisfactory state, i.e., a state with low miss ratio and high utilization 

and throughput. This optimistic approach would work as follows: start with a schedule based 

on the nominal assumptions of the incoming tasks. The system would then measure the actual 

performance of the schedule, compare it to the system requirements and detect differences. 

The system would call control functions to assess the impact of these differences and apply a 

correction to keep the system within an acceptable range of performance. 

The key issue addressed in this dissertation is the relaxation of the requirement on a known 

worst-case workload parameters. Our main approach to this issue is to design a closed-loop 

schedul ing a lgor i thm,  in  which,  the  tasks  are  scheduled us ing thei r  average-case  execut ion t ime 
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(AvCET) as estimation for their actual  execut ion t ime (AET) .  A feedback from the system is 

used to generate the error term and this error term is used for future estimation of execution 

time. We model and analyze the closed-loop scheduling algorithm using existing control theory. 

The result is that this scheduling paradigm has low miss ratio and high guarantee ratio thereby 

improving the productivity of the firm/soft real-time systems. Specifically in this dissertation, 

we use the dynamic planning based schedulers (e.g spring schedulers) and schedule the tasks 

based on the estimated execution time, based on the estimation factor obtained by the feedback 

controller. The feedback controller does its estimation with the two parameters, miss ratio and 

the rejection ratio, being constantly fed back to the controller for estimation. 

Specifically, in this dissertation, we use an open-loop dynamic scheduling algorithm that 

employs a notion of task overlap in the scheduler in order to provide some flexibility in task 

execution times. This algorithm, dynamically guarantees incoming firm tasks via on-line ad

mission control and planning based on their AvCET. We use feedback control theory to design 

a closed-loop scheduling algorithm derived from the open-loop algorithm. The loop is closed 

by feeding back both deadline miss ratio and task rejection ratio. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the system model, 

which includes the task model and scheduler model, and the performance metrics of the system. 

In Section 3, we present the related work and also discuss the system model and its limitations 

on performance. In Section 4, we discuss the design of the PI controller and a controller 

as a part of the closed loop scheduling. We also study the response of the PI controller and 

Hoc controller and verify the models. In Section 5 we study the performance of the closed loop 

algorithms and compare it with the open loop scheduler. Then we conclude in section 6. 

3.2 System Model 

3.2.1 Task Model 

The following assumptions form the task model. 

• Tasks are aperiodic, i.e., task characteristics are not known a priori. Every task Tj has 

the following attributes: arrival time (ai), ready time (r*), worst-case execution time 
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('WCETi), best-case execution time (BCETi), and firm deadline (d,). 

• Tasks are non-preemptable, i.e., when a task starts execution on a processor, it finishes 

to its completion. 

• Tasks may have resource and/or precedence constraint. 

3.2.2 Scheduler Model 

In our dynamic multiprocessor scheduling, all the tasks arrive at a central processor called 

the scheduler, from where they are dispatched to other processors in the system for execution. 

These processors are identical and are connected through a shared medium. The communica

tion between the scheduler and the processors is through the dispatch queues. Each processor 

has its own dispatch queue and the scheduler will be running in parallel with the processors, 

scheduling the newly arriving tasks and periodically updating the dispatch queues. The sched

uler considered in this dissertation is a dynamic scheduler, which does an admission check, 

wherein the tasks are rejected if they are found non-schedulable and if the task is accepted by 

the admission controller, then the scheduler constructs the appropriate schedule and arranges 

the tasks in their appropriate dispatch queues. 

3.2.3 Performance Metrics 

• Task hit ratio (HR): This is the ratio of the number of admitted tasks that meet their 

deadlines to the total number of tasks admitted in the system. The missing of deadlines 

happens at the processors when they (the tasks) are executed. Though the schedulability 

check of tasks are performed while admitting them, tasks can still miss their deadline 

when their actual execution time (AET) is greater than their estimated execution time 

(.EET) or due to the occurrence of unanticipated faults in the system. Task miss ratio 

(MR) is the ratio of the number of admitted tasks that missed their deadlines to the 

total number of tasks admitted in the system which is equal to one minus the hit ratio. 

• Task guarantee ratio (GR): This is the ratio of the number of tasks admitted into the 
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system to the total number of tasks that arrived in the system. The rejection of tasks 

happens at the scheduler and depends on the schedulability check algorithm, estimated 

execution time, and the time at which the schedulability check is performed for a task. 

Task rejection ratio (RR) is the ratio of the number of tasks rejected to the total number 

of tasks arrived in the system which is equal to one minus the guarantee ratio. 

• Task effective ratio (ER): This is the ratio of the number of tasks that meet their 

deadlines to the total number of tasks arrived in the system which is equal to the product 

of  the  task  h i t  ra t io  (HR) and the  task  guarantee  ra t io  (GR).  

3.3 Feedback Controlled Scheduling 

Estimation of task execution time is very important in dynamic scheduling of firm real 

time tasks. An underestimation of execution times may jeopardize the desired behavior of the 

system and an overestimation will cause performance degradation by wasting system resources 

[33]. The actual execution time of a task varies between its BCET and WCET due to non 

deterministic behavior of several low-level processor mechanisms (e.g. caching, prefetching, 

and DMA data transfer), and also due to the fact that the actual execution time for these 

tasks are function of the system state, and the amount, nature, and the value of input data 

[34, 35]. In this section, we present a novel approach in which the actual execution time of tasks 

is dynamically estimated based on the current deadline miss ratio (MR) and task rejection 

ratio (RR) in the system. This output feedback scheme improved the scheduling performance 

of the algorithm by accepting significantly more number of tasks and meeting more deadlines. 

Thereby it can improve the productivity of the firm/soft real-time systems. 

3.3.1 Related Work 

The idea of feedback has been used informally in scheduling algorithms for applications 

where the dynamics of the computation workload cannot be characterized accurately for a 

long time. For example, the VMS operating system [36] used multi-level feedback queues 

to improve system throughput. Internet protocols use feedback to help solve the congestion 
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problems. Recently, in [37] the authors presented a feedback-based scheduling scheme that 

adjusts CPU allocation based on application-dependent progress monitors (e.g., the fill-level 

of buffers). However, the performance of real-time tasks is not addressed in this work. In the 

area of real-time databases, in [38] the authors proposed Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED), a 

priority assignment policy based on EDF. In order to stabilize the performance of EDF under 

overload conditions, AED features feedback control loop that monitors transactions' deadline 

misses ratio and adjusts transaction priority assignments accordingly. The feedback control in 

these algorithms has mostly been done in an ad hoc manner and no analysis has been done. 

Recently, under the title of quality of service, in multimedia scheduling R&D, the idea of 

feedback has been used for traffic flow control (e.g. ABR service in ATM networks). Several 

papers [39, 40, 41] presented feedback control architectures and algorithms for QoS control in 

communication systems. These works are targeted at supporting end-to-end QoS in multimedia 

communication and they are not scheduling algorithms. In [39] the authors used a Pi-controller 

and web-content adaptation mechanism for web server QoS resource allocation (in terms of hit 

rate and bandwidth). This work targeted at a different (non-real-time) application domain. 

Feedback scheduling in real-time systems has been a relatively new area and very few works 

have been done in this area. Both in [42] and [43] the authors proposed to integrate the design 

of the system controller with the scheduling of real-time control systems. Both papers aim at 

providing design tools that enable control engineers to take into consideration scheduling in the 

early design stage of control systems. These algorithms are off-line algorithms. The scheduling 

algorithms in both of these cases are still open-loop scheduling algorithms such as RMS and 

EDF. Several works [44, 45, 46, 47] utilized the flexible timing constraints as a mechanism 

for graceful performance degradation in control systems. In [44, 45] an elastic task model 

[48]  i s  used to  des ign an  elas t ic  control  approach.  This  approach in tegra tes  the  cont inuous  

design with digitization (CDD) [45] and the direct digital design (DDD) [44] with adjustable 

frequencies. However, all of the works assumed the execution times are known and focused on 

how to reassign the periods for tasks to satisfy the utilization constraints. Instead, our work 

will focus on using feedback control loops to maintain satisfactory system performance when 
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the task execution times change dynamically. 

A notable work in real-time feedback scheduling is [49, 50] where the authors propose the 

use of a PID controller as an on-line scheduler under the notion of Feedback Control-EDF 

(FC-EDF). The measured signal (the controlled variable) is the deadline miss ratio for tasks 

and control signal is the requested CPU utilization. Changes in the requested CPU utilization 

are effectuated by two mechanisms (actuators). An admission controller is used to control the 

flow of workload into the system and a service level controller is used to adjust the workload 

into the system. A simple liquid tank model is used as an approximation for the scheduling 

system. Recently, in [33] the authors proposed an approach in which task periods can be 

dynamically adjusted based on the current load. Load is estimated by monitoring the actual 

computation time of each task. When the estimated load is found to be greater than a certain 

threshold (e.g. 1 under EDF), the elastic theory is used to enlarge the task periods to find a 

feasible configuration. 

In both works [50, 33] the authors assume that each task has multiple versions that differ 

in their execution time, the higher the execution time the better the quality (imprecise com

putation). Instead, our work assumes only one version for each task which is more general and 

realistic. Moreover, in [50] the feedback mechanism is used to reject tasks in order to keep 

the total number of missed deadlines below a desired value. Instead, in our work the feedback 

mechanism is used to obtain a trade off between the guarantee ratio and the hit ratio in order 

to improve the effective ratio. Also, in this work the admission controller uses the WCET of 

task versions to perform the schedulability test. Instead, in our work we use an estimated 

execution time for each task to perform the schedulability test. The estimated execution time 

of the tasks are adjusted using the feedback mechanism. In [33] the control mechanism has 

not been analyzed to prove its correctness and stability. Instead, in our work we analyze the 

control mechanism and we present the block diagram for the system and the analytical equa

tions that connect the miss ratio and the rejection ratio with the estimated execution time of 

tasks. 
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3.3.2 System and Model Identification 

Before applying feedback control techniques, we present the measured variables, the control 

output and the open-loop characteristics of the system. 

3.3.2.1 Measured Variables 

The choice of the measured variables depends on the system goal. The performance of firm 

real-time systems usually depends on: (1) how many tasks it admits (rejects); (2) how many 

tasks among the accepted task make (miss) their deadlines. Therefore the deadline miss ratio 

(MR) and the tasks rejection ratio (RR) are natural choices of the measured variables. 

In closed-loop approach it is important to be able to measure the appropriate signal on-line. 

The instantaneous miss ratio (MRkr) is calculated every sample period (T), which is defined 

as the ratio between the number of tasks that missed their deadlines within the time interval 

{(k — 1 )T, kT] and the total number of tasks that finished execution within the same interval, 

where k is the current time instant. 

=  # of  missed tasks [ [ k _ 1 ) T ;  k T ]  

In contrast, the average miss ratio (MR) is defined as the time average of the instantaneous 

miss ratio (MRkr) for the entire run-time. 

The instantaneous rejection ratio (RR k x)  is calculated every sample period (T) ,  which 

is defined as the ratio between the number of tasks that are rejected in the time interval 

[(k — 1 )T, kT] and the total number of tasks that arrived to the system within the same 

interval. 
=  # of  re jec ted  tasks [ ( k _ m  k T ]  

^ # o/ orrmed &t] ' ^ ^ 

In contrast, the average rejection ratio (RR)  is defined as the time average of the instantaneous 

rejection ratio (RRkr) for the entire run-time. 
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3.3.2.2 Control Output 

The control output must be able to affect the value of the measured variable. In the non-

preemptive multiprocessor firm real-time system, it is a widely known fact that the deadline 

miss ratio and the tasks rejection ratio, highly depend on the estimated execution time of 

tasks. Thus the estimated execution time (EET) of tasks is an appropriate choice for the 

control output. The estimated execution time (EETi) of task (Tj) is calculated using the 

following equation: 

EETi = AvCET; + et f k T  [AvCETi - BCETt\ , (3.3) 

where etfkT is the estimation factor at time instant kT which can have a value in the interval 

[—1, 1], For etfkT = -1 the tasks estimated execution time are equal to their best case 

execution time BCET, for etfkT = 0 the tasks estimated execution time are equal to their 

average case execution time AvCET, for etfkT = 1 the tasks estimated execution time are 

equal  to  thei r  wors t  case  execut ion t ime WCET.  

In the case of open-loop scheduling algorithms et f  is fixed which is equal to 0 for the 

algorithms that use the AvCET of tasks as an estimation for their actual execution time, and 

it is equal to 1 for the algorithms that use the WCET of tasks as an estimation for their actual 

execution time. In the case of closed-loop scheduling algorithms the estimated factor (etf) is 

determined using the controller. 

3.3.2.3 Open Loop Characteristics 

After identifying the measured variables and control output, we analyze the open loop 

characteristics of the system. From simulation the open-loop characteristic of the real-time 

task scheduler system was obtained (See figure 3.1). 

In figure (3.1), we observe that the relation of the estimation factor,et f  with task rejection 

ratio RR, and deadline miss ratio MR, is not linear for any task load (L). Also the nonlinear 

relation varies with the system task load. It can be noticed that MR starts from a maximum 
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Figure 3.1 MR and RR vs. et f  

value when et f  = -1 and reduces quadratically as et f  increases. For all task loads that 

are plotted MR reaches zero when (etf > 0.75). RR starts from approximately zero when 

etf = — 1 and increases quadratically to a maximum value as etf increases to 1. 

The open loop scheduler is designed for a firm real-time system and works according to the 

algorithm given in [32]. The open loop algorithm schedules the incoming tasks by taking into 

account their AvCET. The closed loop algorithm schedules the incoming tasks by estimating 

thei r  EET.  The goal  of  our  c losed loop scheduler  des ign is  to  t rade  off  be tween MR and RR 

in order to achieve a high value of hit ratio and guarantee ratio. In that case, the MR and 

RR values will be close to each other and the system will operate in the linear region of the 

curve near etf = 0. Then the corresponding system model in that region is given by, 

where mgf  and rgf  are miss ratio gain factor and rejection ratio gain factor respectively, mdf  

and rdf are miss ratio disturbance factor and rejection ratio disturbance factor respectively. 

The values for the mgf, rgf, mdf and rdf varies with, the scheduling algorithm that is used, 

the system load, and the system parameter (e.g. number of processors). The values of these 

factors can be found by studying the simulation model. 

AR(z) = (rg/(.L))et/(z) + r#(.L), 
(3.4) 
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This linear model approximation may not be accurate since scheduling system typically 

contains non-linear factors which are not presented in the current simulator. These figures 

have been generated using the simulation model. For each point in Figures 3.1, the system was 

simulated for 10,000 tasks. This number of tasks have been chosen to have a 98% confidence 

interval within ±0.0017, and ±0.0022 around each value of MR, and RR, respectively. 

3.3.2.4 Limitation on Performance 

From equation (3.4) it can be derived that 

^ r#(6) 

mg/(2) rg/(.L) mg/(Z,) 

Since MR(z ) and RR(z)  must satisfy equation (3.5) for a given task load, we can not 

simultaneously make them arbitrarily small. This is a limitation on performance exerted by the 

system for any task-load. However we can trade off between the miss ratio and rejection ratio 

by applying feedback control or by designing a closed loop dynamic scheduler and obtain an 

optimal performance of the scheduler in terms of effective ratio. Note that since the parameters 

mgf, mdf, rgf and rdf are functions of load L, miss ratio and rejection ratio after trade off 

remains high or low according to the task-load. 

From equation (3.5), it is clear that a low rejection ratio corresponds to a high miss ratio 

and vice versa. In other words a high guarantee ratio corresponds to a low hit ratio and vice 

versa. For a stable real-time system both the guarantee ratio and hit ratio should be high or 

effective ratio should be high. Therefore for closed loop scheduler design we feedback both 

miss ratio and rejection ration to obtain an high effective ratio for optimal performance. 

3.4 Developing Closed-Loop Scheduling Algorithms with Controllers 

In this section, we will incorporate control theory into the open loop scheduling algorithm to 

develop the dynamic closed loop scheduling algorithms. We will design PI and controllers 

to develop the closed loop model. 
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The closed loop architecture is given in Figure 3.2. The new scheduler is composed of 

a controller, an execution time estimator and an overlap scheduler. In this approach the 

task rejection ratio (RRUT) and deadline miss ratio (MR^T) are periodically fed back to the 

controller after each sample time T. The controller computes the estimate factor etf and 

calls the execution time estimator to change estimated execution time of tasks. The overlap 

scheduler schedules the arrived tasks according to their estimated execution time. 

RR 

scheduler 
RR 

err°tt | 
Estimator 

Dispatch queues 

Tasks queue 

New Tasks 

Figure 3.2 Architecture of Closed Loop Algorithms 

3.4.1 Pi-Controller 

Our primary goal behind using a feedback controller is to obtain a trade off between hit 

ratio and guarantee ratio, by controlling/estimating the execution time of tasks, in order to 

improve the effective ratio of the system. 

In the section we propose an ad hoc PI-Controller based closed loop scheduler algorithm 

(See figure (3.3)). 

The suggested controller in Z-domain is given by, 

1 — z  
(3.6) 
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Contrôler 

Idetfjz) 

Figure 3.3 Block diagram of the Closed Loop System with the 
PI-Controller 

where 

Ae(/(z) = - (n/r/mX^m^erro/"^). (3.7) 

In equation (3.7), nf r / m  — and nf m / r  = are normalization factors for task 

rejection ratio and deadline miss ratio respectively. The idea behind using these normalization 

factors is that the sensitivity of miss ratio (MR^T) to some variation in the estimated factor 

(AETFKR) is different from the sensitivity of rejection ratio (RRKX) to the same variation. 

Note that in s-domain the PI controller is given by using bilinear-transforms as, 

- i _ !s 

et f (s )  = F  ^  2  Aet f (s ) ,  (3.8) 

where F is the sampling frequency of the scheduler. 

The control rule is obtained from equation (3.6) and (3.7) by using inverse Z-transform and 

is given by, 

= (»/m/r)(#mr)error%j, - (n/r/m)(-^mr)error^ef/kt = - ae(/%r, (3 9) 
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et fkT = et f (k- i )T  ~  ket fkT- (3.10) 

From Figure 3.3, the functions for the deadline miss ratio (M R ( z ) )  and the task rejection 

ratio (RR(z)) are given by, 

( R R s - r d f )  n f m / r  G r + ( m , d f — M R s )  G m  M R S  G m + ( ( r d f - R R s )  n f m / r + m d f )  G r  

m#(z) = 

.rr(z) = 

G-mr (h-Gmr)  
Z — l_ 

1 + gn 
+ Gn 

Z — 1  
-, (3.11) 

(MRs - m d f )  n f r / m  G m + ( r d f -RR s )  Gr RR S  G r + ( ( m d f -MR 3 )  n f r / m + r d f )  Gr,  
Gmr ( 1 + G m r )  ,  ^  G m r  

1_ 
1+gn 

z  — 1  
(3.12) 

where Gmr = + Gr with G m  = (mgf)(K m r ) (n f m / r ) and Gr = (rgf ) (K m r ){nf r / m ). Using 

Inverse Z-transform, the instantaneous value of task rejection ratio, RRkr and the deadline 

miss ratio, MRkT in the discrete time domain is given by, 

0 

• j \ / f  x )  ,  /  (RRs— r d f  )  n f m / r  G r + { m d f—MR s) G m  ̂  f  1  \  
k T  ~ ~  {  G m r  (1+Gmr) >  + G m r  )  

k T  

+ 
M R a  G m + ( ( r d f - R R s )  n f m / T + m d f )  G r  

Gn 

for kT < 0 

for kT > 0 
(3.13) 

RRKT = " ,  ( M R s - m d f  )  n f r / m  Gm+ ( r d f - R R s )  G r  x  Z  j_  N  k T  

" Gmr (1+Gmr) ' \ 1+Gu 

,  f l -Rs  G r  + ( ( m d f - M R s )  n f T / m + r d f )  G m  

Gmr 

for kT < 0 

for kT > 0 
(3.14) 

From Equations (3.13) and (3.14) we notice that the steady state values for miss ratio and rejec

tion ratio (M R f  and R R f )  are 
MRs Gm+ { { r d f -RR s )  n f m / r + m d f )  G T  ^  RR S  G r  + ( { m d f -MR s )  n f r / m + r d f )  G  

z=î ctTÏCl 7=î 

respectively. Therefore, the steady state effective ratio (E R f  )  is equal to: 

ERt = 
n  M R S  G m + ( ( r d f ~ R R s )  n f m / r + m d f )  G r  

v  G Z :  

X(I -
RRs Gr+ ( ( m d f -MRs)  n f r / m + r d f ^ j  G„ 

(3.15) 

If we look at the system given in figure (3.3) as a MIMO-system with two inputs and two 
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outputs, then the input-output relation is given by 

M#'(z) 
= K" 

1 - z 

m a f 2  

r g f  error™ (z)  

error 7 "  ( z )  
(3.16) 

where MR'{z)  — - (mgf)e t f (z ) ,  RR'(z)  = (rgf )e t f (z ) ,  error m (z )  = MR s (z )  -  MR(z)  and 

errorr(z) = RRs(z) - RR(z). The characteristic equation is given by 

a ( a + m £ f  +  ! ^ )  =  0  

rgf  mgf  
(3.17) 

The eigen values are given by 

Al=0„„dA2 = (^f+ r»4; 
rg/ mg/ 

(3.18) 

Therefore the closed loop system is stable when 

( ! ï ï £  +  r s Ç ) < i .  
rg/ mg/ 

(3.19) 

Qualitatively we can say that the closed loop will be unstable when mgf  <C rgf  or rgf  <C mgf .  

We observed from simulation that the system is stable for a wide range of task-load variation. 

The PI controller is an ad hoc design and it needs tuning of controller gain K m r  and 

sampling period T for optimal performance. 

Figure 3.4 Settling time Vs Controller Gain 
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Note from equation (3.8) that the bandwidth of the system is decided by T.  If the sampling 

period T is low, the bandwidth LU of the system will be high. Thereby the transient response 

i.e. the settling time of the system (Ts) will be low. But it is not possible to obtain arbitrarily 

high bandwidth as the system will become unstable when T is smaller than a certain value 

To = max(0, C), where C is the mean computation time of the system and 6 is the mean 

arrival time of tasks. That is because, in the case of feeding back the rejection ratio, if the 

sample period is less than the mean arrival time of tasks, there is a chance that the number of 

tasks arrived in the sample interval [kT, (k + \)T] is zero or a very small number. This results 

in feeding back an inaccurate estimation for the rejection ratio. In the case of feeding back the 

miss ratio, if the sample period is less than the mean computation time of the system , there 

is a chance that the number of tasks finished in the sample interval [kT, (k + 1)T] is zero or a 

very small number. This results in feeding back an inaccurate estimation for the miss ratio. 

Apart from the sample period T,  we have to tune the controller gain (K m r )  in order 

to obtain an optimal performance by the Pi-Controller based closed loop scheduler. From 

classical control theory, we know that the controller gain Kmr decides the transient response 

of the system. Figure 3.4 shows the plot of no of sample periods the time response (MRkT 

and RRKT) of the closed loop model (in matlab) took to settle for different controller gains. It 

shows that a low value of Kmr can make the system extremely sluggish. 

After tuning we chose K m r  = 0.5 for our simulations. 

3.4.2 Hoc Controller 

In this section we design a model based closed loop scheduler using a controller. 

The open loop characteristics of the scheduler system is given by figure (3.1). The corre

sponding linear model, for a nominal load, is given by 

m#(z) = -(mg/)et/(z) + mdf, 

##(z) = (r#/)ef/(z) + r#. 

For Hoo design, the system block diagram is given in figure (5 b). This closed loop scheduler 
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gives an optimal performance near the nominal task-load. Note that a change in task-load 

corresponds to perturbation in the system parameters mgf, rgf, mdf and rdf. Hence a robust 

performance analysis of the perturbed model (given in figure 5 c) is required to verify the 

optimal performance of the closed loop scheduler. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.5 (a) Configuration of a Controller (b) Block Diagram of the 
s y s t e m  w i t h  t h e  H o c  C o n t r o l l e r  w h e r e  G  =  [ — m g f ,  0 ;  0 ,  r g f ] ,  
d  =  [ m d f  r d f ] ' ,  y  =  [ M R  R R ] ' ,  r  =  [ M R S  R R S ] '  a n d  u  =  e t f  

(c) Uncertainty model for a closed loop dynamic real-time task 
scheduler. 

The H 0 o controller was designed using the function 'hdfsyn' in matlab. The state space 

representation of the controller is given by 

A = 

0.0848 0 0 0 

0 0.0848 0 0 

0.1427 -0.0856 0.3005 -0.2300 

-0.0856 0.0514 -0.2300 0.0552 

B = 

1.1949 

0 

0 

1.1949 

0.2584 -0.3768 

-0.3768 -0.1435 

C = -0.3861 0.2317 -1.0371 0.6223 and D = -1.6992 1.0195 

3.5 Model Verification and Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we have verified the closed-loop scheduling models by comparing the results 

from the matlab simulink models and the results from the simulator for the real-time scheduler. 

The simulator software simulates the open loop and closed loop algorithms (PI and i?oo) for the 
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real-time schedulers for a multiprocessor firm real-time system . The tasks for the simulator 

are generated as per the rules given below: 

• The best-case execution time(BCETi) of a task Tj are chosen uniformly between 10 sees 

and 20 sees. 

• The worst-case execution time (WCETi) of a task Tj is chosen to be 4 times its BCETi. 

• The average-case execution time (AvCETi) of a task is the average of its BCETi and 

• The actual execution time is computed as an uniform random variable in the interval 

[BCET, WCET] 

• The firm deadline of a task Tj is uniformly chosen between 2 + WCETi and 4 * WCETi. 

• The arrival time of tasks follow exponential distribution with mean 6. 

• The task load L is defined as the expected number of task arrivals per mean service time 

and is approximately equal to C/6, where C is the mean computation time of the system. 

Figures 3.6 to 3.9 show the time response of the closed loop schedulers implemented in the 

matlab simulink and the real-time simulator. They verify that closed loop scheduler algorithm 

in the simulator behaves consistently as predicted by the closed loop model in simulink. The 

instantaneous values of steady state miss ratio (MRkr) and rejection ratio (RRkr) are used 

as the performance metrics to verify accuracy of the modeling. 

Two experiments were carried out to study the performance of the closed-loop scheduling 

algorithms. In the first experiment (Experiment A), the hit ratio, guarantee ratio and effective 

ratio of the system were observed from simulation for different task loads (L). In the second 

experiment (Experiment B), the task load (L) for each simulation run is dynamically changed 

using a step task load profile. A step task load SL is a task load that instantaneously jumps 

from a nominal task load Lnom to task load Lmax and stay constant after the jump. The step 

task load is represented with a tuple SL(Lnom, Lmax). In the context of real-time systems, the 
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(a) From Matlab 

y ' f  1  / A ' 1 / v A ' \  A - ^  

(b) From Simulator 

Figure 3.6 M R ^T  for the Pi-Controller based closed loop algorithm 

(a) From Matlab (b) From Simulator 

Figure 3.7 RRkT for the Pi-Controller based closed loop algorithm 

step task load represents the worst-case task load variation. Each point in the performance 

plots is the average of 20 runs. In each run the system was simulated with 10,000 tasks. This 

number of runs has been chosen to have a 98% confidence interval within ±0.013, and ±0.015, 

around each value of MR, and RR respectively. 

3.5.1 Experiments A: Effect of Task Load on HR, GR and ER 

Experiment A studies the behavior of the three scheduling algorithms (Open loop (OL),PI 

and Hoo) for a given task load (L). Figure 3.10 shows the effect of task load on hit ratio, 

rejection ratio and effective ratio for all the three algorithms. 

As shown in the figure, all the three algorithms perform equally well when the system load 

is less than 80%, with respect to GR, whereas the open loop scheduler's HR decrease with 
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(a) From Matlab (b) From Simulator 

Figure 3.8 M R ^T  for the //.^-Controller based closed loop algorithm 

: : i j\ 

(a) From Matlab (b) From Simulator 

Figure 3.9 RRkT for the //^-Controller based closed loop algorithm 

increase in task load L. Further, during overload cases the open loop schedulers gives a poor 

MR, as it is insensitive to the change in workload conditions, but the closed loop schedulers 

observe the change in system dynamics by constant feedback of the MR and RR and give a 

better performance during overload scenarios also. In the context of real-time systems, hit ratio 

is important and completing all the accepted tasks successfully is highly desirable, which is done 

efficiently by the closed loop schedulers. Among the closed loop schedulers, the PI controller 

gives a better HR and GR than the Z/oo controller for all task loads. The Pi-controller is 

an ad hoc design and it can adapt to the system dynamics that changes with the task load. 

Whereas the /Zoo-controller, which is a model based design, performs well near the nominal 

task load L = 1. Figure 3.10 shows the effective ratio under different load conditions for all 

the three algorithms. It can be seen from the figure that the closed loop schedulers perform 
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(a) Hit Ratio (b) Guarantee Ratio (c) Effective Ratio 

Figure 3.10 Hit Ratio, Guarantee Ratio and Effective Ratio of the open 
loop and the two closed loop algorithms 

better than the open loop schedulers for all load scenarios. This proves the effectiveness of the 

closed scheduling algorithms developed in this dissertation. Further, among the closed loop 

schedulers it can be seen that PI controller performs better than the the controller over a 

wide range of task-load. 

3.5.2 Experiments B: Dynamic Task Load 

Experiment B studies the behavior of the three closed loop scheduling algorithms when the 

task load (L) for each simulation run is dynamically changed using a step task load profile. In 

this experiment, we change the task load of the system from 0.5 to 1.5 within one simulation 

run and study the MRkr and RRkT responses for all the three algorithms. 

Miss Ratio Rejection Ratio 

Figure 3.11 MRkT and RRkT for the open loop algorithm 
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Jkd,-i : 'ds tiL.VV'., 

Miss Ratio Rejection Ratio 

Figure 3.12 MR^T  and RRkT for the Pi-control based closed loop algo
rithm 

Miss Ratio Rejection Ratio 

Figure 3.13 MR^T  and RRkT for the control based closed loop algo
rithm 

Figure 3.11 to 3.13 show the MR^T  and the RRkT for the open loop algorithm and the 

two closed loop algorithms when MRa = 0.01%, RRS = 0.01%, T = 100 sec, and step load 

profile that jumps form L = 0.5 to L = 1.5 and k = 0.5 (PI). 

From simulation we found that at the step of the load for the open loop algorithm, MRkT 

jumped from almost 0 level to 50% value which can lead to extremely poor performance of the 

system. The open loop algorithm is insensitive to change in the task load and hence gives a 

poor guarantee ratio and a relatively low hit ratio. But the closed loop algorithms were able to 

find a right trade off between the miss ratio and the rejection ratio giving a better performance 

with respect to guarantee ratio and the hit ratio. Further, when the task load shoots from 0.5 

to 1.5, the closed loop algorithms estimate the change in the system parameters and minimize 
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the miss ratio leading to a more stable performance of the system as compared to their open 

loop counterpart. Therefore, we find the closed loop scheduling algorithms to be more effective 

in varying load cases giving more stability and performance to the real-time system. 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this dissertation, we have viewed the problem of scheduling firm real-time tasks in 

multiprocessor systems as an input/output system. We have used feedback control theory to 

design two closed-loop scheduling algorithms, which works based on estimated execution time, 

estimated by feeding back both the deadline miss ratio and task rejection ratio. We have 

shown that the proposed closed-loop dynamic scheduling algorithms perform better than the 

open-loop scheduling algorithm for all the stated performance metrics. Further, we would also 

like to point out that the open loop scheduling algorithms will perform well only when the tasks 

execute with average case execution time and will perform poorly when the task's execution 

times are more or less than its average execution time. However, the closed loop schedulers will 

react to the change in the task workload and will estimate the task load characteristics resulting 

in the correct estimation of the task's execution time, resulting in a better system performance 

under dynamic workload settings. Further, we have shown through our experiments that the 

closed loop algorithms perform better than the open loop algorithm for a dynamic task load, 

such as a step task load profile. Thus, we feel that closed loop scheduling algorithms are a 

proper solution to real-time scheduling, leading to improved performance, especially when the 

workload cannot be characterized easily. 
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CHAPTER 4 CONSTRUCTIVE CONTROL OF 

QUANTUM-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

In this chapter we develop a method for exact constructive controllability of quantum 

mechanical systems. The method has three steps, first a path from the initial state to the final 

state is determined and intermediate points chosen such that any two consecutive points are 

close, next small sinusoidal control signals are used to drive the system between the points, 

and finally quantum measurement technique is used to exactly achieve the desired state. The 

methodology is demonstrated for the control of spin-half particles in a Stern-Gerlach setting. 

4.1 Introduction 

Control of quantum mechanical systems has taken particular importance due to the recent 

theoretical and technological advances. It was shown in [51] that quantum mechanical princi

ples can be exploited to solve problems that are intractable if classical means are employed. 

This has given significant boost to the field of quantum computing where quantum control is 

needed. At the same time laser technology has sufficiently advanced to prompt the study of 

control of molecular systems at the quantum regime. 

Most of the studies on control of quantum-mechanical systems utilize the description of the 

dynamics given by Schrodingers equation: 

V*(o) = V'o, (4.1) 

where ip is the state and H represents the Hamiltonian. In many studies it is assumed that 

the quantum mechanical system can be described in terms of the eigenstates of an observable 
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with the observable having a discrete spectrum. In such a case, the underlying state space 

has a finite dimensional basis. In this dissertation we will restrict the study where such an 

approximation is valid. It can then be shown that the study of control of (4.1) is equivalent to 

the study of the following: 

= #(f)C/; C/(0) - T, (4.2) 

where H = Xo + ) with Xi being skew-Hermitian matrices. In this form control of 

quantum-mechanical systems can borrow results from the control of bilinear systems evolving 

on Lie groups. Even though tests based on the classical result given in [52] to assess the 

controllability of a bilinear system can be applied to quantum mechanical systems (see [53]) 

no result is known on how to synthesize a control law that drives an initial state to a desired 

final state. Thus the question of constructive controllability remains largely unsolved. 

Recent results have been obtained on constructive controllability for specific systems. For 

example in [54] it was shown that in the case of a single spin \ particle sinusoidal control 

authority can be utilized to obtain any desired state in an optimal manner when the system 

is drift-less. 

In [55] averaging techniques were utilized to achieve approximate constructive controlla

bility of drift-less left-invariant bilinear systems evolving on Lie groups. In this method small 

amplitude sinusoidal signals drive the system state to any desired final condition approximately. 

Once the state is near the desired state linear feedback strategies are employed to reach the 

desired state. 

For quantum mechanical systems traditional feedback strategies cannot be directly ap

plied.This is due to the quantum mechanical principle that a measurement results in the state 

collapsing into one of the eigenstates of the observable corresponding to the measurement, thus 

destroying the state. 

In this dissertation we derive the result in [55] by a simple and direct application of a clas

sical result based on two time scale separation. We apply this result to quantum-mechanical 

systems. Finally we provide control techniques for spin states where a new method is in

troduced to obtain exact constructive controllability of the quantum-mechanical system. We 
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demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy for the control of spin \ particles in a 

Stern-Gerlach experiment. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: section 2 presents mathematical and quan

tum mechanical preliminaries, section 3 presents the application of two-time scale method to 

quantum mechanical systems, section 4 describes the Stern-Gerlach experiment to which the 

developed methodology is applied, and finally we conclude in section 5. 

4.2 Preliminaries 

In this section we first present relevant quantum mechanical preliminaries outlining the 

basic axioms of the theory. We then present the needed mathematical preliminaries. 

4.2.1 Quantum-mechanical preliminaries 

In quantum mechanics it is assumed that the state of system can be described by a Hilbert 

space H with the complex numbers as the field. Each element of the Hilbert space is called 

a ket and the Hilbert space is called the ket space. Associated with the ket space is the bra 

space which is the dual space of the ket space. 

We will assume that a complete orthonormal basis for the ket space is available. Note that 

the basis corresponds to the states that result when an observation is done. In other words they 

correspond to the eigenstates of an observable. Let this basis be given by {ej}jGQ. One of the 

axioms of quantum-mechanics is that the probability that a given ket x, is in the eigenstate e* 

after a measurement is given by | < x, ej > |2. Also the total probability that the ket x is in any 

of the eigenstates e< after an measurement equals one, that is ^2iea \ < xiei> \2 =< x, x >= 1. 

In this dissertation we restrict our study to cases where the ket space is a finite dimensional 

Hilbert space. Suppose ip(t) in the ket space describes the quantum mechanical state of a 

system. Then an axiom of quantum-mechanics is that the evolution of the ket is governed by 

Schrodingers equation 

ihip(t) = (4.3) 

where H  is the Hamiltonian operator which maps H  to ~ H .  The Hamiltonian can be written as 
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Ho + Y k̂=o where the functions Ui \ R —> R are the control signals. If we assume 

that the ket space H is a n dimensional Hilbert space then it follows that H  admits a matrix 

representation also (with some abuse of notation) denoted by H, where H is Hermitian, and 

can be represented by an dimensional vector in Rn also denoted by ip. The matrix H can be 

decomposed into HQ + J2T=O UI(T)HI(T) where HQ and HI are all Hermitian. Associated with 

Equation (4.3) is the equation for the transition matrix 

[7 = + (4.4) 
k=l 

[/(to) = 

where XQ  := and Xk := jgHk- Note that Xq and Xk, k = 1,. . . ,  m  are skew-Hermitian 

m a t r i c e s .  I f  U ( t , t 0 , U i , . . .  , u m , I )  d e n o t e s  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 4 . 4 )  t h e n  U ( t , t 0 , U i , . . .  , u m ,  I ) i p { t 0 )  

is the solution of (4.3) with initial condition at time to given by ip(to). It is to be noted that 

often the Hamiltonian is such that XQ and Xk can be restricted to traceless skew-Hermitian 

matrices. 

4.2.2 Mathematical preliminaries 

Lemma 1 (Wei-Norman) (see [56]) Let {Xi}\ = 1  b e  a  b a s i s  f o r  L i e  a l g e b r a  £  w i t h  [ X i , X j \  =  

eli 
I  

(H^e^) X, (n^e-=;^) = ̂  (4.5) 
fc=i 

where (,ki{x i,x2, • • • ,xr) is an analytic function of Xj for j = 1,... ,r. 

By expanding the left hand side of (4.5) and comparing coefficients of Xk we can see that 

= $ik + 53 Xmlmi + 53 53 
771=1 777=1 71=1 

r—1 r £ 

+ 53 53 + (4-6) 
777. = 1 71=777+1 p= 1 

Theorem 1 (see [56]) Let A(t) = Y1T= i u i ( t ) X i  a n d  C  b e  t h e  L i e  a l g e b r a  g e n e r a t e d  b y  {Xj}™1 
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with the basis formed by {Xj} f _ v  T h e n  t h e r e  e x i t s  e > 0 such that for all t with \t\ < e the 

solution to 

= (7(0) = 7; 

is given by 

where x(t) := (xi,x2, • • • ,xe), satisfies the differential equation 

± (4.7) 

with ti = («1 «2 ... um 00 .. .0)' G Re and £ is a matrix with elements defined by (4-5) 

with r = i - 1. 

We will say S i ( e )  —  0 ( ô 2(e)) for e —>• 0 if there exists a constant k  > 0 and eo > 0 such that 

|(5i (e) I < k[52(e)I for all 0 < e < eo- Also, e(t, e) = 0(e) on a time scale ^ as e ^ 0 if there 

exists constants L, k and £q such that sup0<t<L \e(t, e)[ < ke, for all 0 < e < eo-

The following result is based on two-variable expansion procedure [57]. 

Theorem 2 (see [58]) Consider the initial value problem 

± = e/(z,%), z(0) = to; 

with f, and defined, continuous and bounded in D x [0,00), D C Rn. Let r := et and 

y(r) be the solution of 

=  f a v ( y ) ' ,  y ( 0) =  x q  +  0 ( e 2 ) .  

Let X \  = ul(t,y( T ) )  +  Z ( T ) ,  w i t h  

^( ( ,3 /W)  =  ̂  [ -^  +  / (s ,%(T)) ]dg ,  
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and Z ( T ) is the solution to 

, 1 
-z 

dr dy 

I f  y ( j )  b e l o n g s  t o  t h e  i n t e r i o r  o f  D  t h e n  

z(z) = 2/(r) + yw) -t- o(e^) 

on the time scale 

Corollary 1 Let v(t) be periodic with period T and vav •— y v(t)dt = 0. Define v(t) = 

fo v(r)dr. Then the solution to the following dynamic system 

x  =  e M ( x ) v ( t ) ;  x(0) = X Q .  (4.8) 

is given by, 
i 

x ( t )  =  x 0  +  e M ( x 0 ) v ( t )  +  e 2 t  ̂  Gl(x0)al + 0(e2) 
i=1 

on the time scale where Gl(x) — ^f^-M(x) with M^x) denoting the ith column of M(x) 

and a1 = Y /Q
T vi(t)v(t)dt. Furthermore if XQ = 0(e2) then 

i 
x ( t )  =  e v ( t )  +  e 2 t  G l ( 0 ) a l  + 0(e2) (4.9) 

i=1 

on the time scale j. 

A drift-less quantum-mechanical system is described by equation (4.4) with X Q  =  0. If we 

assume that {Xk}™=1 are independent such that {Xk}™=l can be extended to {Xk}e
k=1 which 

forms the basis for the Lie algebra containing XI, X2, • • •, XM, we can write equation (4.4) as 

# )  =  5 ] [ / ( o )  =  ( 4 . 1 0 )  
k=1 

with the understanding that Uk — 0 if k > m. 
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It is clear from Theorem 1 that for |i| < e where e is some positive number, the solution to 

(4.10) is given by 

[/(t) = nli^(^\ (4.ii) 

where x  : =  ( x \ ,  X 2 ,  •  •  •, xi) satisfies the differential equation (4.7). If we assume that the 

controls are small and periodic with period T that is u(t) = ev(t) with v(t) being a periodic 

signal with period T, from Corollary 1 we can write 

%n(t) = e^(t) + ̂  5] 52 
i=i  j= i  

on the time scale with x  =  ( x \ ,  X 2 ,  •  •  •  ,a%)', v  =  { v i , v 2 , - - - ,  v £ ) '  and a1 = ( a \ ,  a \ , . . . ,  a\). 

Note that M(x) := Ç-1(z) is defined by (4.5) with r — i — 1 and from equations (4.6) and (4.7) 

^ ^ and g'(0) = m(0) = 
x=0 

Note that the above result agrees with the result obtained in [55] where the averaging 

technique was modified to obtain the same result. The higher order approximations derived 

in [55] can be directly derived using the study in [59]. 

4.3 Small amplitude sinusoidal control 

In this section we present the methodology to obtain exact controllability for quantum 

mechanical system. That is we develop a technique to drive an initial quantum-mechanical 

state ip° to a desired final state tpd. The basic steps involved are given below. 

Step 1 Identify a path that connects ip° to ipd  in the state-space. 

Step 2 On the path, choose intermediate points, tp1 ,  ip2 ,  tp3 ,  . .  .,tpN such that the distance 

between the consecutive points is small. 

Step 3 Construct control strategies to drive system state from to ipl. When this control is 

applied to the quantum-mechanical system, it will result in a final state ipf which will 

be close to ip1. 

Step 4 Perform a measurement which collapses the state tpf to ipt. 
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Step 5 Repeat the steps 3 and 4. N times, until state is reached. 

The procedure in Step 3 is done first by finding the unitary matrix Ul such that ipl = Ul,4>l~l 

and U1 is within 0(e) of I. Then devise the control law to drive (4.4) from U(0) = I to 

which is 0(e2) close to Ul over a time scale of When this control is applied to the quantum-

mechanical system, it will result in a final state which will be close to ipl. 

For the control of quantum-mechanical systems in the above methodology two questions 

remain to be answered: 

• Given an arbitrary vector xd which is in a O(e) neighborhood of the origin, what is 

the control law u(t) = ev(t), with v(t) periodic with zero average, a time tf such that 

z((/) = + 0(f2). 

• Is there a mechanism by which quantum mechanical state can be made to reach a state 

xd exactly. That is, is there a way to eliminate the error which is 0(e2). 

The first question is analyzed in [55]. For the second question we propose that if xd 

happens to be an eigenstate of an observable then performing a measurement corresponding 

to the observable after x(tf) is reached (which is close to xd) will collapse x(tf) onto xd with 

a very high probability. The subsequent question is, whether every state xd, an eigen state of 

some observable. We will answer these queries for the Stern-Gerlach setup for the control of a 

spin-^ particle. 

4.4 Control of the spin-| particle and the Stern-Gerlach experiment 

The Stern-Gerlach apparatus consists of a beam of neutral paramagnetic particles (for 

example silver atoms) in a highly inhomogeneous magnetic field (see Figure 4.1) in a particular 

direction associated with the apparatus. Under the influence of the magnetic field generated 

by a magnet with a pointed pole tip, it is seen that the beam splits into two parts depending 

upon the spin of the particle. The particles deflected in the direction of the magnetic field 

are said to be in the plus state (spin up) state with respect to Stern-Gerlach apparatus S and 

the particles deflected down are in minus state (spin down) with respect to S. The plus state 
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and the minus states of S are denoted by | + S > and | — S > respectively. These states 

Figure 4.1 +S particles are deflected up and -S particles are deflected 

down while passing through the magnetic field 

would correspond to quantized values of the magnetic spin for the particles. In a modified 

Stern-Gerlach apparatus, either of the base states (| + S > or | — S >) can be blocked and 

the other base state can be extracted. Consider any other Stern-Gerlach apparatus T which 

has a magnetic field in a direction different from that of the S device. Then the probability 

amplitude of jiS > state being in the \jT > state (where i,j can be + or —) is denoted by 

< jT\iS >. The probability that a |zS > state results in a \jT > state is given by the square 

of the magnitude of the probability amplitude < jT\iS >. It can be shown that if < xjiS > 

Figure 4.2 The S device has the magnetic field in the direction z whereas 
the magnetic field of the device T is in the direction u. 

is the probability amplitude of the state \ i S  >  being in the state |% > after a particular 

measurement then the corresponding probability of a pure state of a device T whose magnetic 

field is oriented with respect to the magnetic field of S device as shown in Figure 4.2 is given 

by 

X\ + T 

X \ ~ T  

e 2 cos | e 2 sin | 

-e 2 sin | e 2 cos | 

%l + 3 

X \ - S  
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This can be deduced based on the symmetry of the space (see [60] ). This implies 

| + T >= cos ^e~*21 + S > + sin^el21 — S >, 

with x as any arbitrary state. The direction of the magnetic field of a device whose plus state 

corresponds to a\ + S > +b\ - S >, where a and b are complex numbers with |a|2 + \b\2 = 1, 

is given by, 

<j> = Arg{b) - Arg(a), 9 = arctan(\b\/\a\) (4.13) 

With this chosen </> and 6, we get 

i + t >= e^(o| + 3 > +6] - .9 >), 

where (3 is a real number. As a\ + S > +6] - S > differs from | + T > by a constant phase 

factor el@ they are the same state physically and thus we can always construct an arbitrary 

superposition of the pure states of a particular device to correspond to the plus state of some 

other device. Thus Step 4 in the outline of the method presented in the previous section can 

be accomplished by performing a measurement which has the magnetic field in the appropriate 

direction given by equation (4.13). 

Consider any particle subjected to an arbitrary magnetic field B. The vector of 

p robability amplitudes corresponding to the particle being in the |+S > and \—S > satisfies the 

Schrodinger's equation (4.3) with H(t) = —fi ak^k, where the direction of the magnetic 

field in the S device is eg, B = Bië\ + B2e2 + Bse,3, and are the Pauli matrices (see [60]). 

The associated differential equation for the transition matrix is given by following differential 

equation: 
3 

Ù = ^2uk{t)XkU, (4.14) 
k=1 

where X \  = [0, — i ;  —  i,0], X2 = [0, —1; 1,0] and X3 = [—i,0; 0, i\. Note that we have identified 

subscripts 1,2 and 3 with x,y and z directions where the magnetic field in the Stern-Gerlach 

experiment is in the z direction. Also,  the Pauli  matrices are given by jXi- [Xi, Xj] = 2e^^Xk, 
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where e^-fc = 1 if i j k  is equal to 123, 231 or 312. It is -1 otherwise. X L . X 2  and X 3  form a basis 

for the Lie Algebra of traceless skew-Hermitian matrices, su(2). We are interested in solving 

the following problem; 

(7 - (4.15) 
i=1 

C ( 0 )  =  / ,  U ( t f )  =  u d .  

We will now determine the matrix £ given in (4.5) for the spin-^ system. Using the Baker-

Hausdorf formula we can get that 

_ cos2z,(()xj + eijksin2^(()%k 

Then using Wei-Norman equation (4.5) we can get that 

£ = 
1 0 sin 2x2 

0 cos 2xi — cos 2x2 sin 2xi 

0 sin 2xi cos 2x2 cos 2x\ 

which implies that 

M = 

1 tan 2x2 sin 2x\ - tan 2x2 cos 2xi 

0 cos 2a; i sin2xi 

0 sin 2xi 

cos 2x2 
cos2x\ 
cos 2x2 

(4.16) 

Lets assume that we know x* = O(e) and that we want to drive x = 0 to x = xA We can get 

from Corollary 1 that x(tj) = ev(t) + e2tf Yn=i Q(0)«i + 0(e2) on the time scale where 

Gi(0) = [0 0 0; 0 0 2; 0 -20], G2(0) = [00 — 2; 0 0 0; 0 0 0] and Gg(0) = 0. If we assume 

t h a t  v \ ( t )  =  0 ,  v 2 ( t )  =  S 2  c o s ( c v t )  a n d  v 3 ( t )  =  S 3  c o s  ( c u t  +  < f > ) ,  t h e n  w e  c a n  d e r i v e  t h a t  v ( t )  —  

^[0, s2 sin((v<), s3(sin(wt + 4>) - sin(</>))]' and a1 = [0, 0, 0]', a2 = -^j[0, 0, 2s2s3 sin(</>)]' 
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and a3 = -j-[0, —2s2«3 sin(0), 0]'. Thus we have from equation (4.8) 

^2 sin (0) 

5 sin(w(/) 

^ (sin (iotf + <!>)— sin (</>) 

0(e2 (4.17) 

4.4.1 Illustrative example 

We now provide an example of the proposed methodology. We will assume that the state 

of the spin-5 particle is described in terms of the basis | + S > and | — S > . In this basis 

we assume that the initial condition is given by tp° = [0.6, 0.8]'. The desired state vector is 

t/)d = [0.5235 - 0.2640%, 0.8075 + 0.0652%]'. It can be verified that ipd — Udipo where, 

Ud  = 
0.9601 - 0.2105% —0.0657 — 0.1721% 

0.0657 — 0.1721% 0.9601 + 0.2105i 

Evaluating the corresponding Wei-Norman parameters we see that Ud  = e
xîxi  exîx2 exîx$ ̂ 

where xd = [0.0785, 0.0500, 0.1000]'. 

We will assume that x d  is in an 0 ( e )  neighborhood of 0. Thus we need to find small 

s i nusoidal control signals Vi(t) to drive x = eM(x)v from the origin to xd where M(x) is given 

by (4.16). We will further impose the condition that v\(t) = 0. From (4.17) we can evaluate 

the state with (0(e2) error) to which the system evolves when small sinusoidal control are 

used. Thus we can use (4.17) to reach xd with 0(e2) error. An algorithm is given in [55]) 

to achieve this task. We will now devise the control using the algorithm given in [55]. Let 

q = nxdxdlaa^ i where 0 < ip < 7r/2 is selected such that g is a positive integer. Define 

t2 — h + qT, t3 = t2 + j and = tf = t$ + Ç. We will then construct the t 
~ g+i ' tl 

T 
4 ' 
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controls as, 

ZgW sin(wt) 0 < t < ti 

cos(w(( - tl) - tl < t < (2 

x2co cos(u;(t -t2)) h < t < £3 

\ X 2 L O  sin(u;(i - £3)) H  < t  < t $  

X ^U J  sin(wf) 0 < t < tz 

-\xdujsin(iu(t - £3)) t$ < t < 

We have chosen e = 0.1 for small amplitude control and T = 4 for small frequency control 

a n d  t h e n  w  =  ? r / 2 ,  t j  =  2 4  a n d  ( f t  =  7 r / 4 . T h e  t i m e  p l o t s  o f  th e  c o n t r o l  i n p u t s  v 2 ( t )  a n d  v z ( t )  

are given in the Figure 4.3. The time plots of the Wei-Norman Parameters (as obtained by 

-0.2 

°'20 5 10 15 20 25 

Figure 4.3 Control Input Signals ^2(top) and f3 (bottom) 

t v \  ( t )  —  0 

e v 2 ( t )  =  '  

^(t) = 

solving the differential equation x  =  t M ( x ) v ( t )  numerically) x \ ( t ) ,  x 2 ( t ) ,  and X 3 ( t ) )  are given 

in the Figure 4.4. It is seen that the numerical solution x(t) evaluated at tf is such that 

[width=2. 5in] qmfigs / x2 

Figure 4.4 Actual (solid lines) and Average (dashed lines) plots of the 
Wei-Norman Parameters xi(top), (middle) and X3(bottom) 

x ( t f )  = [0.0756, 0.0500, 0.1039]'. The matrix U ( t f )  where U ( t )  is a solution to (4.15) is given 

by 
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0.9594 - 0.2176% -0.0657 - 0.1670% 

0.0657- 0.1670% 0.9594 + 0.2176% 

Thus the numerical solution of (4.8) yields i p ( t f )  =  U ( t f ) i p ( t o )  = [0.5231 - 0.2641%, 0.8069 • 

0.0739%]'. 

Using the relationship (4.13) we can construct a Stern-Gerlach setup with its magneitic 

fie l d  a l i g n e d  i n  s u c h  a  m a n n e r  t h a t  t h e  p l u s  s t a t e  o f  t h e  d e v i c e  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  v e c t o r  i p d .  

When a measurement is performed on the state ip(tf ) the probability that we will obtain the 

plus state is given by | < ipd, ip(tf) > |2 = 0.98. Thus with the proposed method we can reach 

ipd state with a probability of 0.98. 

4.5 Conclusions 

It is evident that the method developed offers a number of advantages the primary one 

being that we obtain exact controllability. The result on the construction of small sinusoidal 

control has no restriction on the dimension of the quantum-mechanical state space. The 

notion of using measurements to obtain the state desired with very high probability has been 

demonstrated for two state systems. However, it holds considerable promise for generalization 

to higher dimensional state space. This is the topic of future research. 
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